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welcome

Congratulations! You have just bought a EcoZenith I 
550, with which we hope you will be very satisfied. On 
the following pages you can read how to take care of 
your CTC EcoZenith I 550. Some parts are aimed at 
you, the owner, and others at your installation engineer. 
Store this manual together, with the installation and 
maintenance instructions, which will provide you with 
the information you need to correctly maintain the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 and provide many years of satisfaction.

The Complete System
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is a complete multi tank which 
takes care of the heating and hot water needs of your 
property. It has a unique control system which monitors 
and controls your entire heating system independently of 
how you choose to design it.

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 has a control system 
which performs the following functions:

•	 monitors all functions in the tank and the heating 
system;

•	 monitors and controls your heat pump, solar 
panels, additional, buffer etc.;

•	 allows for individual settings;

•	 indicates desired values, for instance, temperatures 
and energy consumption;

•	 facilitates settings in a simple and structured 
manner.

Your CTC EcoZenith I 550 has built-in finned copper 
coils which provide plenty of hot water and another 
finned copper coil to handle the heat from solar panels. 
The product also has a so-called cellar heat feature 
during the summer and a floor feature which maximizes 
the primary flow temperature. With the built-in night 
reduction you can set and adjust the temperature in the 
property during a 24-hour period, day by day, in blocks 
or as a vacation function.

Thanks to easy-to-reach electric components and 
good fault-tracing functions in the control program, the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550 is service friendly. It is delivered 
with room sensors as standard, equipped with a LED 
that flashes when faults occur. The CTC EcoZenith I 550 
is prepared to be connected to the air/water heat pump 
CTC EcoAir (available in six sizes), the bedrock/ground 
source heat pump EcoPart (available in five sizes), solar 
collectors and possibly an additional boiler. The CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 can control many combinations and 
gives you a very flexible, environmentally friendly and 
energy-stingy heating system.
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For your own reference
Complete the boxes below. They can be useful if something should happen.

Product: Manufacturing Number:

Plumber: Name:

Installation Date: Telephone Number:

Electrical installation: Name:

Installation Date: Telephone Number:
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Important to remember!
Especially check the following points at delivery and installation:

•	 The CTC EcoZenith I 550 should be transported and stored in a 
standing position. When being entered, the product can be laid on its 
back temporarily.

•	 Remove the packaging. Before installation, check that the product has 
not been damaged during transport. Notify the forwarding agent of any 
transport damage.

•	 Place the CTC EcoZenith I 550 on a solid surface, preferably a 
concrete foundation. If it is to stand on a soft carpet, plates must be 
placed under the feet.

•	 Remember to leave a service space of at least 1 m in front of the 
product. Space is also needed around the product for installation 
of insulation and plastic roof. Please refer to the section Transport, 
unpacking and installation, in the part for the installation engineer. The 
CTC EcoZenith I 550 should not be lowered below floor level.

Safety Instructions
The following safety instructions should be followed when handling, installing 
and using the CTC EcoZenith I 550:

•	 Close the safety switch before doing any work on the product.

•	 The CTC EcoZenith I 550 must not be flushed with water.

•	 When handling the product with a lifting eye bolt or similar, ensure the 
lifting equipment, eye bolts and other parts are not damaged. Never 
stand under a hoisted product.

•	 Never jeopardize safety by removing bolted covers, hoods or similar.

•	 Never jeopardize safety by deactivating safety equipment.

•	 Any work on the product should be done by authorised personnel only.

•	 Safety valve check: the safety valve for the boiler/system and warm 
tap water should be checked regularly. Refer to the Operation and 
Maintenance section.
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The heating curve is a central part of the control of the product, since it is 
this setting which tells the control system the temperature requirement of 
your house at different outside temperatures. It is important that the heating 
curve be correctly adjusted for you to get the best possible function and 
economy.

One house requires 30 °C on the radiators when the temperature is 0 °C 
outside, another house needs 40 °C. The difference between different 
houses depends on, among other things, the surface of the radiators, the 
number of radiators and how well insulated the house is. 

Adjustment of Default Values for the Heating Curve
You decide the heating curve for your house yourself by setting two values in 
the control system of the product. This is done in the menu Installer/Settings/
Radiator System 1-3/Inclination and Adjustment, respectively.

Adjusting to the right heating curve could take quite some time. The best 
way is to select operation without room sensors in the beginning. Thus the 
system works according to the outside temperature only.

During the adjustment period it is important that:
•	 the night reduction function not be selected.

•	 all thermostat valves on the radiators be fully opened.

•	 the outside temperature not be higher than +5°C. (If the outside 
temperature is higher during installation, use the factory-set curve until 
the outside temperature falls to appropriate level.)

•	 the radiator system be operational and correctly adjusted between 
different loops.

Inclination and Adjustment

Inclination 50: 
The value which is set is the outgoing temperature to the radiators at -15°C 
outside temperature, e.g., 50 °C. 

A lower value is selected for a radiator system with large radiator surfaces 
(so called low temperature system). 

For a floor heating system low temperatures are needed and low value 
should therefore be selected. If you have a high temperature system, the 
value must be increased in order to obtain sufficient inside temperature.

Adjustment 0: 
While the inclination indicates by how much the temperature should increase 
up to the radiators when the outside temperature is falling, the adjustment 
means that the temperature level can be raised or reduced at a certain 
outside temperature.

! Set curve is always prioritized. The room sensor can increase the mixing valve’s 
acceleration above the set heating curve to a certain degree only. For operation 
without room sensor, it is the selected curve that decides the temperature up to 
the radiators.

1. The house heating Curve
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Primary Flow 
Temperature

Primary Flow 
Temperature

The value of the slope that has been set 
is the primary flow temperature when the 
outside temperature is -15°C

Outside Tem-
perature

Inclination

Adjustment
Inclination 50°C 
Adjustment 0°C

Inclination 50°C 
Adjustment +5°C 

The curve can then be parallelly displaced 
(“Adjustment”) the desired number of 
degrees in order to be adapted to different 
systems/houses.

Outside Tempe-
rature

For example: 
Inclination 50 means that the temperature up to the radiators would be 
50 °C when the outside temperature is -15 °C (if the adjustment is set at 0). 
If the adjustment is set at +5 °, the temperature will be 55 °C instead. At all 
temperatures out, the curve is increased with 5 °C, i.e. the curve is displaced 
in parallel by 5 °C.

Examples of Heating Curves
Below is a chart indicating how the heating curve changes at different 
settings of “Inclination”. The inclination of the curve describes temperature 
requirements of the radiators at different outside temperatures.
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Appropriate Default Values
An exact setting of the heating curve can rarely be made directly during the 
installation. The values below could then be a good initial position for the 
accurate adjustment. Radiators with small heat-emitting surfaces require 
higher primary flow temperature.

Adjustment (if the outside temperature is lower than 0 degrees)

•	 If the inside temperature is too cold: increase the value at “Inclination” 
by a couple of degrees. Then wait 24 hours before the next 
adjustment.

•	 If the inside temperature is too warm: decrease the value at 
“Inclination” by a couple of degrees. Then wait 24 hours before the 
next adjustment.

Adjustment (if the outside temperature is higher than 0 degrees)

•	 If the inside temperature is too cold: increase the value at 
“Adjustment” by a couple of degrees. Then wait 24 hours before the 
next adjustment.

•	 If the inside temperature is too warm: decrease the value at 
“Adjustment” by a couple of degrees. Then wait 24 hours before the 
next adjustment.

Meny:

Installer/Settings/Radiator System 1-3 Curve Inclination

Floor heating only Inclination 35

Low temperature system (well insulated houses) Inclination 40

Normal temperature system (older houses) Inclination 50

High temperature system 
(older houses, small radiators, poorly insulated)

Inclination 60

! When the default values are more or less correctly set, the curve can be displaced 
directly in the standard display menu “Room Temp”.
Values set too low can prevent the reaching of desired room temperature. You 
then have to adjust the heating curve as needed.
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2. hot water
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 has a total of approx. 40 m finned copper coils for 
the heating of hot water. They preheat the water through the lower tank and 
thereafter run through the upper tank for the final temperature increase. It is 
two coils running parallel through the tanks, which allow for high flows with 
low pressure differential and provide great possibilities for good hot water 
capacity and comfort.
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Operating Economy
Many people want to utilize the low operating cost of the heat pump to a 
maximum. The temperature settings of the upper and lower tanks affect the 
hot water temperature, the capacity as well as the operating economy. If the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550 is allowed to run on lower temperatures, this provides for 
lower hot water capacity but greater savings.

A heat pump is more efficient (has a higher COP value) when it produces 
lower temperatures. For the sake of the operating economy, this means that 
the lower tank of the CTC EcoZenith I 550, which works towards the radiator 
needs, should have as low a temperature as possible. A floor heating system 
uses low temperatures and provides for favorable operation of the heat 
pump.

The solar energy operation also gives the best yield at lower temperatures. 
For example, on a cloudy day the solar panels don’t get as warm and if the 
temperature need in the lower tank of the CTC EcoZenith I 550 then is low, 
the solar installation will warm in spite of less sunlight penetration.

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is designed so that the temperature can be low in 
the lower tank where the preheating of the hot water takes place, and higher 
in the upper tank in order to further raise the temperature of the hot water. 
The need for hot water controls the temperature in the upper tank first. Start 
with a low temperature setting, for instance, the factory setting, for best 
operating economy and increase progressively if there is not enough hot 
water. Remember that setting the temperature higher that what the heat pump 
can produce means that the immersion heater(s) starts heating instead and 
the operating economy is adversely affected.
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For higher hot water demands, it can be more economical to set a higher 
temperature in the lower tank instead of exceeding the temperature limit for 
the heat pump in the upper tank. However, this means that the heat pump 
gets a less favorable operation for the radiator requirement because of the 
higher operation temperature. Furthermore, a certain exchange of solar 
energy in the lower tank can fail to occur.

Additional Domestic Hot Water 
There is a possibility to increase the product’s hot water capacity at 
certain periods, with or without the help of the immersion heater(s). One 
can select extra domestic hot water immediately or schedule by week. 
When the function is activated, the product starts creating extra hot water. 
The hot water is produced by the compressor working with maximum 
temperature. In the “Installer/Settings/Upper Tank” menu you can also select 
the immersion heater(s) to help to create extra hot water. Remember that 
the function “extra hot water” means that more energy is consumed, 
especially if the immersion heater(s) is used.

Extra Domestic Hot Water Tank
Another way of improving the hot water capacity is to install an extra hot 
water tank. The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is prepared for this and provides the 
possibility to utilize heat pump energy to heat the extra domestic hot water 
tank. This means that there is a large buffer with hot water, heated by the 
heat pump, while the operating economy advantage with low temperature in 
the lower tank is maintained.

Important to remember:
•	 Avoid running hot water with the highest capacity. If you run a bath 

somewhat slower instead, you get a higher temperature.

•	 Remember that a poor mixing valve by the EcoZenith or a poor shower 
mixer can affect the hot water temperature.
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3. CTC ecoZenith I 550’s Construction
The illustration shows the construction of the product.

Control System
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is equipped 
with an intelligent control system 
which controls and monitors all parts 
of the heating system. The CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 ensures that the most 
economical way of heating the house 
and the hot water is prioritized.

Finned Coil for Hot Water 
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is equipped 
with a well dimensioned finned 
copper coil and does not contain any 
heater which can rust. The tempera-
ture can be kept low without the risk 
of Legionella bacteria.

Immersion heaters in Up-
per Part of Tank
Built-in upper Immersion heater. 
When connected to a heat pump, 
the immersion heater acts as ad-
ditional heat.
(The upper immersion heater is op-
tional)

Lower Tank
In the lower part of the tank, 
hot water is preheated in the 
coil by the solar- or heat pump-
heated water.

Solar Coil Connections
The well dimensioned, 10 m long, 
finned coil can be connected directly 
to the solar panels.

Lower immersion heater
Built-in lower immersion heater.

Upper Tank Connections
The upper part of the tank, the 
additional part, can be heated by 
heat pump and connected to heat 
sources such as electric, gas, oil and 
pellet boilers. Heat from a wood 
boiler is delivered to this part. 
Connections are placed symmetrically 
on both sides of the tank.

Insulation
The tank is insulated by 90-mm-thick 
molded polyurethane foam for minimum 
heat loss.

Lower Tank Connections
The heat pump and solar system are 
connected to the lower tank. Water 
to be heated by wood boiler is taken 
from here, and heat which is to be 
stored in a buffer tank is also taken 
from this part. Connections are avail-
able symmetrically on both sides of 
the tank.

Insulated tank divider
Between the tank’s upper and lower 
tank is an insulated tank divider. 
This provides high temperatures in 
the upper tank for good hot water 
capacity and low temperatures in 
the lower tank for best operating 
economy.

Heat Distribution Pipes
The heat distribution pipes ensure that 
heat from the solar coil is directed 
to the upper tank and that the cold, 
after a hot water tapping, is directed 
to the lower part of the tank to be 
heated again by sun or heat pump.

Upper Tank
In the upper part of the tank, the 
warm water in the coil is heated up 
to the desired temperature.

Bivalent Mixing Valve
The automatic mixing valve con-
stantly supervises that even heat is 
delivered to the radiator system. The 
valve has double ports and takes the 
warm radiator water from the solar- 
and heat-pump-heated water in the 
lower part of the tank first.

Fresh Water Connections
The building’s fresh water supply is 
connected here. The cold water is 
fed down to the lower part of the 
coiling, where it is preheated.

Top Connection
For connection of expansion vessel 
and/or safety valve.
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4. CTC ecoZenith I 550’s Function

CTC EcoZenith I 550 
See also Immersion heaters Menu in the section Detail Description Menus 
“Installer/Settings/Elec. heater”

See also Lower tank Menu in the section Detail Description Menus “Installer/
Settings/Lower tank”

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is a multi tank with almost unlimited 
possibilities.
EcoZenith is intended for houses and properties with water-borne heat. The 
multi-tank features include intelligent control, a water volume of 500 liters, 
bivalent mixing valve, two hot water coils, a solar coil and two immersion 
heaters of totally 18 kW. As accessory, you can easily complete with another 
immersion heater to provide total power of 27 kW, controlled by EcoZenith.

The control is specially adapted for controlling CTC´s heat pumps, solar 
panels, wood boilers, additional boilers, water heating, buffer tanks, etc.

The EcoZenith is well-insulated with 90 mm PUR and has many connection 
possibilities on both sides, ensuring clean and easy pipe installations. It also 
provides for extensions and additions to the system in the future.

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is divided into two tanks which are isolated from 
each other with an insulated tank divider, in order to be able to hold different 
temperatures in the two tanks. This provides for optimal function and 
operating economy.

The upper and the lower tanks are connected by heat distribution pipes 
which are especially developed for the solar energy to be able to form layers 
optimally in the entire volume of the tank and act as flow-through of the tank 
for wood operation, for instance. Please see the illustration.

! Remember that 
menus which 
have not been 
defined cannot be 
seen.
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Heating System
See also Radiator System Menu in the section Detail Description Menus 
(Installer/Settings/Radiator System 1, 2, 3”)

See also Room Temperature Menu in section Detail Description Menus. 
You access the menu directly from the menu Night Reduction (the menu is 
accessible directly from the main menu)

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is equipped with a bivalent mixing valve, which 
always delivers an even temperature, without variation, to the heating 
system. The bivalent mixing valve is controlled by an outdoor sensor and, 
optionally, by a room sensor.  
When operating with outdoor sensor alone, the desired curve inclination and 
adjustment are set. These values differ from house to house, so, in order to 
find the right setting, these values have to be adjusted to fit needs. 
A correctly placed room sensor can give further comfort and savings. The 
room sensor reads the current inside temperature and can adjust the heat, 
for instance, when it is windy outside and the house loses heat. The outdoor 
sensor does not sense this. When the sun is shining in, or in other cases 
where the heat increases inside, the room sensor can also reduce the 
heat, which saves energy. Another way of saving energy is to use the night 
reduction function, where the inside temperature is reduced during certain 
times or periods, for instance, during the night, vacation or similar. 
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 can control up to three heating systems, each 
with one room sensor, for instance, one radiator circuit and two floor heating 
circuits. The bivalent mixing valve endeavors to use the energy from the 
lower tank first; this is especially important when a heat pump or solar 
panel is connected to the CTC EcoZenith I 550. Good operating economy 
for the system is thus obtained, and the upper tank stays warm to provide 
an abundance of hot water.  
Control of two heating systems is included in the CTC EcoZenith I 550. 
Control of a third heating system implies circuit board expansion (option).
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Hot water
The final heating of the hot water takes place in the upper tank, which also 
acts as additional heating for the heating system when the lower tank is not 
sufficient.

The hot water heating is done with two finned copper tube coils of approx. 
40 meters, which are preheated in the lower tank and then reach maximum 
temperature in the upper tank. The low inner volume and high rate of water 
turnover in the copper coil prevents build-up of bacteria.

With double coils, high tap flows can be obtained, and there will be an 
enormous heat conduction area, since the copper coil is finned, on the inside 
as well as the outside. For more information on settings and tips, please se 
the Hot Water section.

Hot Water Circulation
See also Upper tank Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/Settings/
Upper Tank) section

See also Day by Day HWC Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/
Settings/Upper Tank/ Week pr. DHWcirc.) section

One of the hot water coils has a port for hot water charging which can be 
utilized to heat an external water volume, in order to obtain a larger hot 
tap water capacity and a HWC (hot water circulation) connection. This 
means that hot water is always available at the tap. The HWC pump can be 
scheduled to run for certain hours during a 24-hour period in order to save 
energy.
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upper tank

lower tank

port 1

port 2

Heat Pump
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is designed with two parts in order to give the heat 
pump the best possible economical and careful operation.

The heat pump is connected via two diverting valves to the CTC EcoZenith 
I 550 and ensures that the heat is directed into the upper and lower tanks, 
respectively. For instance, when the heat pump operates towards the upper 
tank, the diverting valves work towards the two uppermost connections, so 
that the flow enters port 1 and exits through port 2.

The heat pump operates in two different ways, depending on whether it is 
the upper tank or the lower tank being charged.

Upper Tank
See also Upper tank Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/Settings/
Upper Tank) section

The final hot water heating takes place in the upper tank. This means that, 
with a high upper tank temperature, an ample hot water supply is obtained. 

The stop temperature in the upper tank is factory set at 50°C, which means 
that the heat pump will reach this temperature in the upper tank. When hot 
water is tapped and the temperature in the upper tank falls 5 degrees from 
the stop temperature, the heat pump starts and raises the temperature to 
the set stop temperature.

The stop temperature is adapted to hot water needs and to the heat pump 
model installed.

When there is also a need for heat in the house, the diverting valves will 
automatically reverse direction and the heat pump continues to heat the 
lower tank as soon as the stop temperature 50 °C in the upper tank has 
been reached. If the upper tank has not reached the stop temperature 50 °C 
within the factory-set 20 minutes of charging, the diverting valves reverse the 
direction and the heat pump charges the lower tank. This is done in order 
not to lose temperature in the heating system.
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Lower Tank
See also Lower tank Menu in the Description Menus (Installer/Settings/
Lower tank) section and the Hot Water section.

In the lower tank the heat pump operates to provide heat to the heating 
system. 

The lower tank never goes below set lowest temperature.

The heat pump heats to the temperature needed for the heating system. 
This temperature varies depending on the outside temperature and which set 
inclination and adjustment have been selected. If a room sensor is installed, 
this affects which temperature is needed on the system. During spring and 
fall, when it is not so cold outside, a lower temperature to the heating system 
is needed, but during winter a higher temperature is needed to maintain the 
desired inside temperature.

The savings of a heat pump is directly connected to the COP value. COP 
means output power/input power. Thus, COP = 3 means that 1 kW power is 
input to the compressor and 3 kW heating effect is returned.

The lower the temperature the heat pump needs to create, the higher the 
COP value obtained from the heat pump, because it becomes a more 
favorable operation for the compressor. 

Therefore, the heat pump heats only to the temperature in the lower 
tank which the heating system requires. This saves compressor life and 
maximizes the operating economy. The immersion heater, which is factory 
installed in the lower tank, is blocked as long as the heat pump is operating. 
Thus, it starts only if the heat pump is blocked for any reason.
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More Than One Heat Pump.
See also Heat pump Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/Settings/
Heat pump 1, 2, 3) section

If more than one heat pump is installed, heat pumps two and three are 
connected to the lower tank. 
Thus, only one heat pump is connected via the diverting valves, which can 
alternate the charging between the upper and lower tank.

When there is a need for heat, the heat pump with the least number of 
operating hours always starts first, assuming that the heat pumps are of the 
same type. This provides for even load on the heat pumps.

When the first-starting heat pump does not manage to get the temperature 
up to desired value, the second starts after factory-set 30 minutes and then 
the third after another 30 minutes.

Different Heat Pumps
See also Heat pump Menu in the Detail Description Menus(Installer/Settings/
Heat pump 1, 2, 3) section

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 can control different types of heat pumps, e.g., 
CTC EcoAir (air/water heat pump) and CTC EcoPart (water/water heat 
pump). Use the menu “Installer/Settings/Heat pump 1, 2, 3” under “Priority 
A/W W/W” to set desired outside temperature when the CTC EcoAir is to 
be prioritized instead of the CTC EcoPart. This way the operating economy 
can be maximized, since a higher energy exchange is obtained from the 
CTC EcoAir than from the CTC EcoPart at warm outside temperatures. This 
combination is excellent at installations where the bedrock/ground source 
heat pump is inadequately sized, for instance. An air/water heat pump could 
then be used to give the ground longer time to recover and give the system 
increased effect.

Remember that only one heat pump can be connected via the diverting 
valves and charge hot water in the upper tank. 
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Speed-controlled Charge Pump (option from CTC)
See also Heat pump Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/Settings/
Heat pump 1, 2, 3) section

Each heat pump should have a separate charge pump which starts and 
stops together with its respective heat pump. If a speed-controlled charge 
pump (option from CTC) is connected to the heat pump(s), the flow will be 
automatically set without adjustment via control valve. In the upper tank the 
speed of the charge pump will be set so that the heat pump always delivers 
its highest possible temperature into the top af the CTC EcoZenith I 550. 
This provides for quick access to hot water when the heat pump starts.

Towards the lower tank the speed-controlled charge pump will work for a 
fixed difference between flow and return from the heat pump.

If a speed-controlled charge pump is not installed, the flow has to be 
adjusted manually, and the difference between incoming and outgoing water 
from the heat pump will vary, depending on the operation conditions during 
the year.

When the outside temperature is below +2 °C, the charge pumps must start 
as anti-freeze when an air/water heat pump is installed. If a speed-controlled 
charge pump is installed, the pump will only work at 25 % of its maximum 
capacity. This provides for increased savings on the charge pump’s operating 
economy, and the heat losses in the CTC EcoZenith I 550 are lowered 
compared to a traditional charge pump.

Wood Boiler
See also Wood Boiler Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/
Settings/Wood boiler) section

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 can be connected to a wood boiler. For instance, 
the CTC V40 wood boiler’s primary flow is connected into the top of the 
EcoZenith and the return to the wood boiler is taken from the lower port of 
the lower tank.

When the firing is started and the flue gas sensor reaches set value, menu 
“Installer/Settings/Wood boiler” factory-set “100 °C”, the control goes into 
wood operation status when the temperature of the lower tank is above 
or equal to its reference value. When wood operation is active, the heat 
pump(s) or additional heat is not used to heat the EcoZenith. When the flue 
gas sensor is below set value, wood operation status is interrupted. 

The wood boiler should have a charge equipment for best operation. In 
special cases, for instance, operation with a water-jacket heater, a charge 
pump controlled directly by the flue gas temperature can be used.
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Additional boiler (pellets, oil, gas, electricity)
See also External Boiler Menu in the Detail Description Menus. (Installer/
Settings/ Ext boiler) section

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 can control an external additional boiler (pellets, 
oil, gas, electricity) which is connected into the upper tank. Use the menu to 
select whether the external additional boiler should have high or low priority. 
If high priority is selected, the external additional boiler is activated before the 
immersion heater(s); when low priority is selected, the immersion heater(s) is 
activated first.

After a certain delay, which is factory set at 120 minutes, the unit with low 
priority can also start and help the heat source with high priority.

The external boiler has a factory-set start temperature of 60°C and a stop 
temperature of 65°C. If needed, a minimum operating time (the time it has to 
be operating before it is turned off) for the external boiler can also be set.

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 handles the start and stop of the charge pump to 
the external boiler.
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illustration 2illustration 1

Solar Energy
See also Solar Energy Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/
Settings/Solar) section

The EcoZenith I 550 contains a 10 m long 18 mm finned and internally 
grooved solar coil which manages approx. 10 m² of solar panel. If the effect 
of the solar panels is greater, the solar energy is connected via an external 
heat exchanger (see ill. 2) and to the CTC EcoZenith I 550 through the upper 
and lower outlets on either side of the lower tank. If a greater number of 
panels is connected, one or several buffer tanks can also be installed in the 
system. More information on function and control of buffer tanks can be 
found in the Extra Buffer Tank section.

When the temperature in the solar panel rises and is factory-set 7 degrees 
warmer than the sensor in the lower tank, the charge pump starts and 
transfers the solar energy to the lower tank. The speed-controlled pump 
controls the flow in order always to deliver 7 degrees higher temperature. 
This means that, if the effect in the panel increases, the charge pump will 
increase the flow and if the effect in the panel decreases, the charge pump 
will reduce the flow. When the temperature in the lower tank increases or the 
solar panel loses temperature, and the difference between the temperature 
in the solar panel and the lower tank becomes factory-set 3 degrees, the 
charging stops and will not restart until the solar panel is 7 degrees warmer 
than the lower tank again.

When the temperature in the lower tank rises and becomes warmer than the 
upper tank, the heat will rise into the heat distribution pipe and layer itself into 
the right temperature level in the upper tank through perforated holes in the 
distribution pipes. The colder temperature in the upper tank will, in the same 
way, sink down and distribute itself in its temperature zone in the lower tank 
through the distribution pipe which descends into the lower tank. Factory 
set, the sun will heat the lower tank in the CTC EcoZenith I 550 to 85 °C 
before the charging is stopped.
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Recharging Bedrock/Ground

If a liquid-water heat pump is present, a diverting valve can be installed on 
the solar circuit and connected to the brine circuit (the coil in the bore hole or 
the ground heat coil) to recharge the bedrock/ground when the EcoZenith I 
550 is fully charged (factory set 85 °C), or when the temperature in the solar 
panel is not sufficiently warm to charge the EcoZenith I 550, but can provide 
an addition to the brine circuit.

Factory set, the temperature in the solar panel should be 60 °C warmer than 
the brine temperature in order for the charging to start; when the difference 
between the temperature in the solar panel and the brine circuit has fallen to 
30°C, the charging is stopped. If the brine circuit becomes warmer than the 
factory-set 18°C, the recharging will also be stopped, since it then becomes 
too high a temperature for the heat pump to work with.

When the solar energy system works towards the brine circuit, the factory 
setting is that the flow will switch to the CTC EcoZenith I 550 every half 
hour to check whether charging is possible, since the CTC EcoZenith I 
550 always has the highest priority. If possible, the charging to the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 will continue. Otherwise, the charging reverts to the brine 
circuit. Safety measures for the collector/solar system are available.

See also Protection Collector Menu in the Detail Description Menus “Installer/
Settings/Solar/Protection Function” section and also Calibration Sensor 
Menu in the Detail Description Menus “Installer/Settings/Solar/Calibration 
sensors” section
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External Hot Water Tank
See also Upper tank Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/Settings/
Upper Tank) section

An external water heater can be connected to the CTC EcoZenith I 550.

This results in a greater stored hot water volume, which contributes to higher 
hot water capacity.

The incoming cold water first passes through the CTC EcoZenith I 550 
where it is heated before it flows into the water heater and out to the taps. 
This means that, when the temperature from the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is 
no longer sufficient, the entire volume of the water heater is still there to be 
used.

When the temperature in the upper tank of the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is 
factory set 5 °C warmer than in the external hot water tank, the charge 
pump starts and the heat from the upper tank charges the water heater until 
the temperature in the water heater has not increased one degree during 
three minutes.

When hot water is stored below 60 °C, heating at regular intervals is 
necessary to eliminate the risk of Legionella. This function is built into the 
EcoZenith I 550, which first heats the upper tank as much as it can with 
the heat pump before the immersion heater takes over and raises the last 
degrees that could be needed for the water heater to reach 65 °C during 1 
hour. The factory setting for this is every fourteen days.

Pool (this control is an option from CTC)
See also Pool Menu in the Detail Description Menus (Installer/Settings/Pool)

With the accessory pack “Circuit Board Expansion” you have the possibility 
to control the pool charging from the CTC EcoZenith I 550.

The pool is connected from the lower tank; between the CTC EcoZenith I 
550 and the pool, a heat exchanger is installed to separate the liquids. 

Via a sensor in the pool the charge pumps start and stop to maintain a set 
temperature in the pool. The factory setting is 22 °C, and the temperature 
can fall 1 degree before the charge pump starts again. It is also possible 
to set the pool priority to high or low, which determines whether or not 
additional heat can be used for heating the pool.
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Extra Buffer Tank
See also External Storage Tank Menu in the Detail Description Menus 
(Installer/Settings/Ext storage tank) section and Day by Day Menu in the 
Detail Description Menus (Installer/Settings/Ext storage tank/Week prog.).

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 can be connected to one or several buffer tanks. 
This is mainly used when connecting wood and solar energy systems where 
the volume in the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is not sufficient. Via the accessory 
“Charging External Storage Tank”, warm water can be sent both from the 
lower tank to the buffer tank(s) and from the buffer tank(s) back to the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550. In other words, both charging and recharging the energy 
back and forth can be done.

Solar Operation Control
When solar energy is activated, the transfer to the buffer tank(s) is done in 
two ways: no heating needed and heating needed on the system.

When there is no heating need on the heating system, the sun charges the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550 in order to get a high temperature and a maximum 
of hot water. The CTC EcoZenith I 550 will then have to charge until the 
sensor of the lower tank reaches the factory-set 80 °C before the circulating 
pump starts and transfers hot water from the CTC EcoZenith I 550’s upper 
connection in the lower tank into the top of the first buffer tank. Heat is then 
transferred until the sensor in the lower tank has fallen 3 degrees (transfer 
starts at 80 degrees and stops at 77 degrees). The lower tank must be at 
least 7 degrees warmer than the buffer tank for the charging to be allowed to 
start. This applies independently of heating need or not. 

When there is a heating need in the system, the transfer will be controlled 
by the reference value in the lower tank, which in turn is controlled by the 
selected curve inclination for the heating system. When the sun has heated 
the lower tank to 7 degrees above the reference value, the transfer starts, 
provided that the lower tank is also 7 degrees warmer than the buffer tank. 
The lower the temperature the sun works towards, the smaller the losses 
in the solar panels; the efficiency thereby increases. When a heating need 
is present, a maximum high temperature is thus not needed; instead the 
system strives for a maximum energy draw from the solar panels. The 
above-mentioned temperature levels can be adjusted.
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Wood Operation Control
The wood boiler charges the CTC EcoZenith I 550 until the sensor of the 
lower tank reaches the factory-set 80°C before the circulating pump starts 
and transfers hot water from the upper connection in the lower tank into the 
top of the first buffer tank. Heat is then transferred until the sensor in the 
lower tank has fallen 3 degrees (transfer starts at 80 degrees and stops at 77 
degrees). The lower tank must be at least 7 degrees warmer than the buffer 
tank for the charging to be allowed to start, according to factory-set values.

Recharging from Buffer Tank to EcoZenith

Recharging from the buffer tank(s) to the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is always 
done to the upper tank, if possible. If the charge to the CTC EcoZenith I 
550’s upper tank is not possible due to too low temperature difference, the 
control checks if charging to the lower tank is possible. The condition for 
recharging is a 7 degree temperature difference.

The charge from the buffer tank to both the upper and the lower tanks in 
the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is stopped when the temperature difference has 
fallen to a 3-degree difference. The above-mentioned temperature levels are 
adjustable.
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EcoZenith Mon 8:03
Room °C 21(21)
Upper tank  50
Add DHW no
►Operation data
Stored oper data
Night reduction
Installer

5. The Control panel
All settings are done on the easy-to-read control panel which also gives 
information on operation and temperatures. The information is displayed in 
a display window. With a few buttons you easily access all information by 
selecting from a number of different menus. Note that the CTC EcoZenith I 
550 shows only menus for systems and functions which have been selected 
in the menu Installer/Define application

Using the Buttons
You can easily enter the different menus to find information on the operation 
or to set your own values. The function of the different buttons is described 
below.

A. The display window

B. The “step backwards” or “undo” button 
 With this button you go one step back in the menu system to the   
 previous menu. 
 You can also undo a selection of a line.

C. The “OK” button 
 With the button you accept/confirm a value or a selection.

D. The “increase” or “decrease” button 
 With this button you increase or decrease a value. You can also   
 move the cursor one line up or down.

E. The “Reset Alarm” button 
 With this button you reset the product after an alarm. It is displayed in an  
 alarm situation only.

1. Menu Name 
The name of the menu you currently use is shown here. If you are not in 
the menu system, the product name, week day and time (default display) 
is shown.

2. Cursor 
The cursor is moved up or down to the line you want to select. 
The cursor is moved with the “increase” and “decrease” button (D). 
The cursor is blackened when a line is selected. Push the “undo button” 
(B) to deselect. 

3. Indication “more lines” 
The arrow indicates that there are more lines downwards which are not 
visible. Push on the arrow to go down and see more lines. 
The arrow disappears when there are no more lines.

4. Indication “more lines” 
The arrow indicates that there are more lines upwards which are not 
visible. Push on the arrow to go up and see more lines. The arrow 
disappears when there are no more lines.

5. Information area 
Here information, temperatures, values, etc. are displayed.
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6. overview menus CTC ecoZenith I 550

EcoZenith Mon 12:00
Room °C 20.0(20.0)
Upper tank °C 50
Add DHW No
Operation data
Stored oper data
Night reduction
Installer

Time setting
Week day  Mon
Time 12:00

Room temperature
Select rad circuit
Radiator system 1
Radiator system 2
Radiator system 3

Add DHW
Active No
Type Week prog.
Tid 120
Week prog.

Operation data
Upper tank  Add
Lower tank HP
Solar On
Outside °C  7
Upper tank °C  55(55)
Lower tank °C 35(35)

Room 1 (2, 3)°C 20.0(20.0)
Primary flow 1 (2, 3)°C 45(45)
Return flow°C 34
Heat circ pump1 (2, 3) Till
Mixing valve 1 (2, 3) Close

Compr HP1 (2, 3) On
Fan HP1 (2, 3) High
Outdoor HP1 (2, 3) °C 7
Brine pump HP1 (2, 3) On
Brine in/out°C 5/2
In/Out HP1 (2, 3)°C 41/47
Discharge HP1 (2, 3)°C  86
Chargepump HP1 (2, 3)% 80

Charge boiler °C 70
Ext Boiler Off
Flue gas temp °C 180
External tank °C 80/70
Pump to tank Off
Pump from tank On
2-wayvalve Ext Up

From solar pnl °C  50
To solar panel °C  45
Tank solar coil °C 45
Charge solar °C 48
Solar pump % 50
Charge p solar % 50
Solar kW 1,1

Ext DHW tank °C 60
Ext DHW pump Till
Pump DWH circ.  Till
Pool temp °C 25(25)
Charge pump pool Till

Delay mix.v 180
El power kW 6/ 0
Current A 4/ 5/ 4 (20)
Program date 090610

Stored oper data
Total oper time h 8768
El heat kWh 22375
Max primary flow  °C 55
Total oper time h HP1 2935
Oper time/24h HP1 10:22
Starts/24h HP1 14
Energy KWh 24672
Total oper time h HP2 2935
Oper time/24h HP2 4:12
Starts/24h HP2 12
Energy KWh 18236
Total oper time h HP3 2935
Oper time/24h HP3 5:43
Starts/24h HP3 11
Energy KWh 19423
Solar diff °C graph
Solar output graph
Solar energy graph
Energy kWh 5384

Night reduction
Select rad circuit:
Radiator system 1
Radiator system 2
Radiator system 3

Installer
Settings
Define application
Service

Displayed if more than one radiator system is selected 
in the menu “Define application”

Room temperature
Room °C 1(2,3) 20(20)

Week prog.
Mon  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Tue ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Wed  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Thu ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Fri ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Sat ▲7▼8▲-▼-
Sun ▲7▼8▲-▼-

Night red rad sys 1 (2, 3)
Active No
Type Week prog.
Room reduced °C -2
(alt. Primflow reduc.°C -3)
Week prog.
(alt. Block)

Settings
Language English
Radiator system 1
Radiator system 2
Radiator system 3
Heat pump 1
Heat pump 2
Heat pump 3
Elec. heater
Upper Tank
Lower Tank
Solar Energy
Wood Boiler
Ext Boiler
Ext storage tank
Pool
Remote control NS
Holiday Off
Save settings
Load settings
Load factory setting

Define application
Radiator system 1  Yes
Radiator system 2 No
Radiator system 3 No
Heat pump 1 No
Heat pump 2  No
Heat pump 3  No
Elec. heater
Solar No
Wood boiler  No
Ext Boiler  No
Ext storage tank No
DHW  No
Pool No

Service
Function test
Alarm info
Factory setting code

Displayed if room sensor for radiator system 1-3 
is set at Yes

Cont. next page

Cont. next page

Room temperature

Fine adjustment

-                                     +

(50)

● ● ● ● ● ▐ ● ● ● ● ●
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Room temperature
Room °C 1(2,3) 20(20)

Week prog.
Mon  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Tue ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Wed  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Thu ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Fri ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Sat ▲7▼8▲-▼-
Sun ▲7▼8▲-▼-

Night red rad sys 1 (2, 3)
Active No
Type Week prog.
Room reduced °C -2
(alt. Primflow reduc.°C -3)
Week prog.
(alt. Block)

Settings
Language English
Radiator system 1
Radiator system 2
Radiator system 3
Heat pump 1
Heat pump 2
Heat pump 3
Elec. heater
Upper Tank
Lower Tank
Solar Energy
Wood Boiler
Ext Boiler
Ext storage tank
Pool
Remote control NS
Holiday Off
Save settings
Load settings
Load factory setting

Define application
Radiator system 1  Yes
Radiator system 2 No
Radiator system 3 No
Heat pump 1 No
Heat pump 2  No
Heat pump 3  No
Elec. heater
Solar No
Wood boiler  No
Ext Boiler  No
Ext storage tank No
DHW  No
Pool No

Service
Function test
Alarm info
Factory setting code

Displayed if room sensor for radiator system 1-3 
is set at Yes

Cont. next page

Cont. next page

Week prog.
Mon  ▲6▼-▲-▼22
Tue ▲6▼-▲-▼22
Wed  ▲6▼-▲-▼22
Thu ▲6▼-▲-▼22
Fri ▲6▼-▲-▼23
Sat ▲8▼-▲-▼23
Sun ▲8▼-▲-▼23

Block 1 (2, 3)
Decrease Sun 18.00
Increase Fri 16.00
Decrease - -
Increase - -

Radiator system 1 (2, 3)
Max primary flow °C 55
Min primary flow °C Off
Heat off, out °C 16
Heat off, time 120
Inclination °C 50
Adjustment °C 0
Room reduced °C  -2
Primflow reduc°C -3
Drying period Off

Elec. heater
El.boiler upp kW 9
El.boiler low kW 9
El.boiler low °C 50
Delay mix.v 180
Main fuse A 20
Input voltage 3x400V
Electr. Tariff No

Upper Tank
Stop temp °C  50
Maxtime upp. tank 20
Maxtime low. tank 40
Stop diff upper °C 3
Min temp upper °C 45
Addheat upp.tank°C 55
Addheat extraDHW °C 60
Charge pump min%  50
Charge pump max% 100
Run time DHWcirc. 4
Time DHWcirc. 15
Week pr. DHWcirc.
Ext. DHWdiff °C 5
Add DHWdays 14

Solar Energy
dT max solar °C 7
dT min solar °C 3
Min rpm pump % 30
Max lower tank °C 85
Max temp brine °C 18
dT max brine °C 60
dT min brine °C 30
Solar test tank °C  4
Test Frequency 30
Winter mode  No
Time graph temp 5
Time graph oper. 1
Flow (l/min) 6
Protection function
Calibration sensors

Wood Boiler
Start/Stop °C 100

Ext Boiler
Add heat stop.°C 65
Add heat diff.°C 5
Tariff add heat Från
Min oper. time 0
Priority High
Delay prio low  120
Delay mix.v 180

Ext storage tank
dT lower ext °C 7
dT start upper °C 7
dT stop upper °C 3
Charge start low °C 80
dT start lower °C 7
dT stop lower °C 3
dT setpoint low °C 7
HP charging Off
Week prog.

Pool
Pool temp °C 22
Pool diff °C 1.0
Pool priority High

Week pr. DHWcirc.
Mon ▲5▼8▲16▼22
Tue ▲5▼8▲16▼22
Wed ▲5▼8▲16▼22
Thu ▲5▼8▲16▼22
Fri ▲5▼8▲16▼23
Sat ▲7▼-▲-▼23
Sun ▲7▼-▲-▼22

Protection function
Max temp brine °C 120
Cooling Yes
Re-cooling Yes/No No
Frost protect. No
Frost protect.°C -25

Calibration sensors
From solar pnl°C 0
To solar panel°C 0
Charge solar °C 0

Week prog.
Mon  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Tue ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Wed  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Thu ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Fri ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Sat ▲7▼8▲-▼-
Sun ▲7▼8▲-▼-

Heat pump 1 (2, 3)
HP1 (2, 3), Comp.   Block.
HP1 (2, 3), Min out. temp °C -10
Prio A/W W/W °C 5
HP1-HP2 time 30
Tariff HP No
HP1 (2, 3) charge p min%  50
HP1 (2, 3) charge p max% 100

Lower Tank
Lower tank min °C 25

Room temperature

Fine adjustment

-                                     +

(50)
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Define application
Radiator system 1  Yes
Radiator system 2 No
Radiator system 3 No
Heat pump 1 No
Heat pump 2  No
Heat pump 3  No
Elec. heater Yes
Solar No
Wood boiler  No
Ext Boiler  No
Ext storage tank No
DHW  No
Pool No

Service
Function test
Alarm info
Factory setting code

Cont. from previous page

Cont. from previous page

Def radiator system 1
Radiator system 1 Yes
Room sensor 1 No
4-valve 59 Active
Rad pump 36 Active
Sensor 79 Active
Sensor 81 Active
Sensor 84 Active

Def Radiator system 2
Radiator system 2 Yes
Room sensor 2 No
3-valve 60 Active
Rad pump 37 Active
Sensor 80 Active
Sensor 81 Active
Sensor 86 Active

Def Radiator system 3
Radiator system 3 Yes
Room sensor 3 No
3-valve 57 Active
Rad pump 35 Active
Sensor 74 Active
Sensor 81 Active
Sensor 87 Active

Def Heat pump 1
Heat pump 05  Yes
Type EcoAir
Charge pump 31 0-10V
3-valve 54 Active
3-valve 55 Active

Def Heat pump 2
Heat pump 06 Yes
Type EcoAir
Charge pump 32 0-10V

Def Heat pump 3
Heat pump 07  Yes
Type EcoAir
Charge pump 33 0-10V

Def Elec. heater
Upper heater14 Yes
Upper heater15 No
Lower heater13 Yes

Def Solar
Solar Yes
Type Coil
Vacuum collector No
Brine recharge No
Sensor out 70 Active
Sensor in 71 Active
Charge pump 30 Active
Charge pump 42 Active
Sensor 72 Active
3-valve 58 Active

Def Wood boiler
Wood boiler Yes
Sensor 73 Active
Sensor 85 Active

Def Ext boiler
Ext boiler Yes
Sensor 85 Active
Charge pump 34 Active

Def Ext storage tank
Ext storage tank  Yes
Sensor 82 Active
Sensor 89 Active
Charge pump 44 Active
Charge pump 45 Active
3-valve 56 Active

Def DHW
DHWcirc Yes
Ext DHW tank No
Circ. pump 43 Active
Timer DHW  Active
Sensor 78 Active
Circ. pump 38 Active

Def Pool
Pool Yes
Sensor 88 Active
Pool pump 39 Active
Pool pump 41 Active
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Function test
Radiator system
Heat pump 1
Heat pump 2
Heat pump 3
Valves
Elec. heater
Solar Energy
Wood Boiler
Ext Boiler
Ext storage tank
Hot water
Pool

Alarm info
Last alarm:
Outdoor sensor (83)
Stored alarms:
Room sensor (84)
Primary flow sensor (80)

Factory setting code
Kod 0 0 0
HP1, max primary °C 55
HP1, max return °C 48
HP1, alarm disch.°C 120
HP1, max brine in °C 20
HP1, min brine in °C -5
HP1, max diff br. °C  7
HP2, max primary °C
HP2, max return °C
HP2, alarm disch.°C 120
HP2, max brine in °C 20
HP2, min brine in °C -5
HP2, max diff br. °C  7
HP3, max primary °C
HP3, max return °C
HP3, alarm disch.°C 120
HP3, max brine in °C 20
HP3, min brine in °C -5
HP3, max diff br. °C 7
Diff HP upper °C 5
Diff HP lower °C 5
Start delay 10
Temp. Log

Test radiator system
Mixing valve1 59
Rad pump1 36 Off
Mixing valve2 60
Rad pump2 37 Off
Mixing valve3 57
Rad pump3 35 Off
Room Sensor LED  Off

Test heat pump 1
HP1 compr. 05 Off
HP1 Fan 05 Off
HP1 Brine p. 05 Off
HP1 Charge p. 31% 0

Test heat pump 2
HP2 Compr. 06 Off
HP2 Fan 06 Off
HP2 Brine p. 06 Off
HP2 Charge p. 32% 0

Test heat pump 3
HP3 Compr07 Off
HP3 Fan 07 Off
HP3 Brine p. 07  Off
HP3 Charge p. 33% 0

Test valves
3-valve 54 Down
3-valve 55 Down

Test elec. heater
Elec. Heater 14 Off
Elec. Heater 15 Off
Elec. Heater 13 Off

Test Solar 
Pump sol 30%  0%
Pump heat ex. 42% 0%
3-valve. Sol 58 Tank

Test ext. boiler
Add 04  Off
Pump boiler 34 Off

Test Ext storage tank
P. from tank 45  Off
P. to tank 44 Off
3-valve ext 56 Down

Test DHW 
Pump DWH circ.43 Off
DHW pump 38  Off

Test pool
Pool pump 39, 41 Off

Test wood boiler
Pump flue gas 40  Off
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7. Detail Description Menus

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 shows menus for systems and functions selected 
in the menu “Installer/Define application” only. All other menus which are 
not defined for your system are hidden. If the heating system has been 
expanded or modified at a later stage, the menu Installer/Define application 
is used again to add new systems and functions. 

7.1 Factory Values
The product is delivered with set factory values for a normal house with 
a normal radiator system. These values can be changed if necessary. Special 
checks of set values should be made in the menus for the radiator system. 
Ask your installation engineer for the correct values. The following default 
values are set at the factory:

Temperature elec. heater tank upper 55 °C

Power elec. heater tank upper 9 kW

Temperature elec. heater tank lower 50 °C

Power elec. heater tank lower 9 kW

Room sensor Automatic

Main fuse size 20 A

The House Heating Curve Inclination 50 °C

Adjustment 0 °C

Additional Domestic Hot Water No

Night reduction No
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7.2 Main Menu/Standard Display 
Menu

This menu is the “default menu” of the system. If no button is pushed within 
8 minutes, the system reverts to display this menu. All other current menus 
can be accessed from here.

EcoZenith Mon 12:00
Room °C 20.0(20.0)
Upper tank °C 50
Add DHW No
Operation data
Stored oper data
Night reduction
Installer

EcoZenith  Displays product name, day and time. Day and time can be set by selecting 
this line.

Room °C  Current room temperature for room sensor 1. Set temperature is displayed 
in brackets. Select this line to go to the “Room Temperature” menu where 
changes can be made. For night reduction of radiator system 1, “NR” is 
displayed to the right in the menu. For night reduction of radiator systems 2 
and 3, “NR” is displayed in the respective menu for room temperature only. 
Factory value 20.0 °C (setting 0.0-35.0 °C).

Room temperature  If room sensors are not installed, the temperature is adjusted to the outside 
temperature instead. Select this line in order to affect the temperature to the 
radiators; see the “Room Temperature” menu. For night reduction of radiator 
system 1, “NR” is displayed to the right in the menu. For night reduction of 
radiator systems 2 and 3, “NR” is displayed in the respective menu for room 
temperature only.

Upper tank °C  The highest temperature of the product is displayed here. Its sensor is 
placed in the upper part of the tank. Display only.

Add DHW  “Yes” or “No”, respectively, is displayed on this line depending on whether 
extra domestic hot water is activated or not. Select this line to activate and 
make setting in the menu “Add DHW”. “Yes” is displayed if additional DHW 
is activated from the “Week prog.” schedule. If additional DHW is activated 
from the time setting, the remaining time is displayed.

Operation data  Select this menu to see the product’s current operating data, current 
temperatures, and which components are currently active, etc.

Stored oper data  Select this menu to see operating data which has been stored for a longer 
period.

Night reduction  Here you choose if you want to activate night reduction (reduced room 
temperature during the night). Two reductions per day, seven days a week, 
can be programmed. Alternatively, reducing optional days in “blocks” can be 
set.

Installer  This menu contains three submenus: one menu for default settings to be 
made, one for defining which subsystems and components the current 
heating system consists of, and one menu for service personnel.
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Room temperature 20.0(20.0)
Room temp 1 °C

Room temperature 20.0(20.0)
Room temp 2 °C

Room temperature 20.0(20.0)
Room temp 3 °C

Room temperature

Fine adjustment

-                                      +

(50)

● ● ● ● ● ▐ ● ● ● ● ●

Time setting
Week day  Mon
Time of day   12:00

Room temperature
Select rad circuit
Radiator system 1
Radiator system 2
Radiator system 3

Displayed if more than one radiator system 
is selected in the “Define system” menu

7.3 Setting Time Menu

(on top in the “Standard Display Menu”)
Here you set the day and the time. The clock drive is the frequency of the 
power grid (50 Hz). After a power failure, the clock may have to be set again. 
However, the clock starts at the time it had at the power failure ± 5 minutes. 
Summer and winter times have to be set manually.

Day of Week  Set the current day (setting Monday-Sunday).

Time of Day  Set the current time (setting 00:00-23:59).

7.4 room Temperature Menu

(you access the menu directly from the main menu)
If more than one radiator system is defined, this menu is displayed. Here you 
select the radiator system for which the temperature is to be adjusted.

7.5 operation without room Sensor
If no room sensor has been installed, the room temperature for each radiator 
system is set in this menu. The default settings for the house are first set in 
the menu “Radiator system”, often with the help of the installation engineer. 
The default setting is then adjusted in this menu. This can be done for each 
of the defined radiator systems.

If the temperature indoors is experienced as being too high or too low, move 
the cursor towards + (increase) or – (decrease). Move it a small distance 
at a time, await the result indoors (1 day) before the next change. Several 
adjustments can be required, but gradually a correct setting which does not 
need to be changed will be obtained. A reference value is displayed (e.g., 
50) under the bar. If the default setting is adjusted in the “Installer/Settings/
Radiator System 1(2,3)” menu, the cursor is reset to the middle position 
again.

For night reduction, “NR” is displayed in the upper right corner.

! the thermostats of the radiators have to be fully 
open and well operating when the system is tuned.

7.6 operation with room Sensor
For operation with room sensors, the following menus are displayed for the 
radiator systems which have been defined in the “Installer/Define application” 
menu. The reference value can be changed with the Up/Down arrow. 
For night reduction, “NR” is displayed in the upper, right corner. If only 
one radiator circuit has been defined, the temperature is set directly in the 
main menu.
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Add DHW
Active No
Type Week prog.
Tid 120
Week prog.

Week prog.
Mon  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Tue ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Wed  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Thu ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Fri ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Sat ▲7▼8▲-▼-
Sun ▲7▼8▲-▼-

7.7 extra Dhw Menu

(you access the menu directly from the main menu)
Here you set times for when and how long extra DHW should be produced. 
For more information on the function “extra DHW”, see the “DHW” section. 
Settings for the immersion heater operation and temperature for extra DHW 
is done in the “Installer/Settings/Upper Tank” menu.

Active  If this line is selected, extra domestic hot water can be produced for a certain 
time; factory setting is 120 min.

“Yes”  Extra DHW is produced. 

“No”  Normal operation. 

Type  Here you select how extra DHW is activated.

“Week program”  Scheduling of extra DHW production.

“Time”  Extra DHW is produced during the time that has been set.

Time  When this line is selected, the time can be set for how long extra DHW is to 
be produced. Factory value is 120 min (setting 30-240 min).

Week prog.  Displayed if the “Week program” type is selected. In this menu, the schedule 
for extra DHW is set. See next paragraph.

7.8 week program Menu
(Extra DHW/Week prog.)

In this menu you schedule time for extra DHW during the days of the week. 
The schedule is repeated every week. The illustration shows factory values 
which can be changed. If you wish to have more periods of increased warm 
water capacity, the subsequent times should be programmed.

 = the temperature in the upper part of the tank is increased and thus 
the DHW capacity is also increased (in accordance with values set in the 
“Installer/Settings/Upper Tank” menu) at the time indicated after the arrow.

= the DHW capacity is reduced to normal setting at the time indicated 
after the arrow.

Example 1

Mon 67 - -  On Monday morning at 06:00 the temperature in the upper part of the tank is 
raised for increased DHW capacity. At 07:00 the temperature is reduced to 
normal again.

Example 2

Mon671617  At 06:00 the temperature is raised and at 07:00 the temperature is reduced 
until 16:00. Between 16:00 and 17:00 the DHW is increased, and thereafter 
the temperature is reduced.
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7.9 Current operation data
(you access the menu directly from the main menu)

This menu displays current temperatures and operating data in the product 
and the system. Values in brackets are either desired values or automatic 
values which the product is working towards (so-called reference values).

Note that only those menus for systems and functions selected in the 
“Installer/Define application” menu are displayed; all other menus which are 
not defined for your system are hidden

Upper Tank 
Displays the status of the upper tank, for instance, if it is being charged 
with heat from the heat pump (HP), external boiler or immersion heater 
(Additional), solar (Sol) or not at all (Off).

Lower Tank 
Here the same information as on the line above is shown but for the lower 
tank. The different operational modes for the lower tank are HP, Additional, 
solar and wood.

Solar 
Status for the solar panel operation, On, Off or Recharging. Recharging 
means that a bore hole/energy well can be charged with heat from solar 
panels when there is no need for solar energy heat in the house or for hot 
water.

Outside °C 
The outdoor temperature on the connected outdoor sensor to the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550. The sensor is used to control the comfort in the house 
(does not turn off the air/water heat pump; this is done with the outdoor 
sensor installed in the heat pump).

Upper tank °C 
The temperature in the upper part of the tank, and, in brackets, the 
temperature the tank works towards, i.e., the reference value. The reference 
value is set in the “Installer/Settings/Upper Tank/Stop temp” menu. The 
reference value is automatically reduced if the heat pump reaches its 
maximum operation temperature during the charging of the upper tank. The 
reference value is not reduced during the “Min temp upper” + “Diff HP upper” 
menu.

Lower tank °C 
The temperature in the lower part of the tank, and, in brackets, the 
temperature the tank works towards, i.e., the reference value. Current 
reference value is controlled by the heating curve of the house in relation to 
the outside temperature.

Room temp 1 (2, 3) 
Current room temperature for room sensor 1, if room sensor 1 has been 
selected in the operation, and desired value in brackets. If more than 
one radiator circuit (2, 3) is defined, their current operating information is 
displayed underneath.

Primary flow 1 (2, 3) °C 
Current temperature out to the house radiators and the temperature the 
system is working towards. Depending on set parameters and current 
outdoor temperature, this value will vary during operation.

Operation data
Upper tank  Add
Lower tank HP
Solar On
Outside °C 7
Upper tank °C 55(55)
Lower tank °C 35(35)

Room temp 1 20.0(20.0)
Primary flow 1 °C 45(45)
Return flow1 °C  34
Heat circ pump 1 On
Mixing valve 1 Close

Room temp 2 20.0(20.0)
Primary flow 2 °C 45(45)
Heat circ pump 2  On
Mixing valve 2 Close

Room temp 3  20.0(20.0)
Primary flow 3 °C 45(45)
Heat circ pump 3  On
Mixing valve 3 Close

Compressor HP1 On
Fan HP1 On
Outdoor HP1 °C 7
Brine pump HP1 On
Brine in/out 5/2
In/Out HP1   41/47
Discharge HP1 °C 86
Chargepump HP1 80%

Compressor HP2  On
Fan HP2 On
Outdoor HP2 °C  7
Brine pump HP2 On
In/Out HP2  41/47
Discharge HP2 °C 86
Chargepump HP2 80%

Compressor HP3 On
Fan HP3 High
Outdoor HP3 °C  7
Brine pump HP3 On
In/Out HP3  41/47
Discharge HP3 °C 86
Chargepump HP3 80%

Charge boiler °C 70
Ext Boiler Off
Flue gas temp °C 180
External Tank °C  80/70
Pump to tank Off
Pump from tank On
2-wayvalve Ext Upper

From solar pnl °C 50
To solar panel °C 45
Tank solar coil °C 45
Charge solar °C 48
Solar panel pump 50%
Charge p solar 50%
Power solar kW 1.1 kW

Ext DHW tank °C 60
Ext DHW pump Till
DHWcirc pump  On
Pool temp °C 25(25)
Charge pump pool Till

Mixing valve delay 180
Electric power kW 6/ 0
Current draw 4/ 5/ 4
Program Date 090610
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Return flow 1 °C  The temperature out from the house radiators. Depending on settings and 
current outside temperature, this value will vary during operation.

Radiator pump 1 (2, 3)  The operating state for the radiator pump. During summer, when there is 
no heating need, the pump stops. However, the pump is exercised now and 
then to avoid seizure.

Mixing valve 1 (2, 3)  Shows if the mixing valve opens/increases or closes/reduces the heat out 
to the radiators. When the right temperature is mixed out, the valve actuator 
stands still.

Compressor HP1 (2, 3)  The operating state of the compressor. 
“On” The compressor is operating 
“Off” The compressor is currently turned off 
“Blocked” The compressor is either blocked in the settings menu or 
not allowed due to outside temperature being too low (concerns EcoAir); 
the outside temperature is then shown simultaneously. If more than one heat 
pump (2, 3) is defined, their current operating information is also shown. 
(Compressor, Fan, Outdoor °C, Brine pump, In/Out °C, Discharge °C and 
Charge pump)

Fan HP1 (2, 3)  The operating status of the fan (concerns EcoAir). 
“High” High speed, at outdoor temperatures below +10 °C. 
“Low” Low speed, at outdoor temperatures above +10°C. 
“Off” The fan is turned off.

Outdoors HP1 (2, 3) °C  Shows the outside temperature which the sensor connected to the heat 
pump reads (concerns EcoAir). This temperature is used to control the heat 
pump operation, for instance, turning off when the outside temperature is too 
low.

Brine pump HP1 (2, 3)  Indicates if the brine pump is turned on or off (concerns EcoPart).

Brine in/out °C  Indicates incoming and outgoing brine temperature (concerns EcoPart)

In/Out HP1 (2, 3) °C  The temperature of the water going into and out from the heat pump.

Discharge HP1 (2, 3) °C  Current discharge temperature out from the compressor. The value varies 
depending on operating conditions.

Chargepump HP1 (2, 3)%  Indicates the operation condition for the heat pump’s chargepump. If a 
speed-controlled circulating pump is used, the percentage of maximum 
speed with which the pump is operated is indicated; otherwise “On” or “Off” 
is indicated.

Charge temp boiler °C  Incoming temperature to the upper part of the tank from wood or other 
external boiler.

Ext Boiler  Indicates if the external boiler is on or off.

Flue gas temp °C  Current flue gas temperature from wood boiler.

External tank °C  The temperature in the upper part of an external buffer tank, for instance 
EcoTank 510.

Pump to tank  The operation condition, on or off, for the circulating pump (44) which 
charges heat from the CTC EcoZenith I 550 to an external buffer tank, i.e. 
when heat is to be stored.
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Pump from tank  The operation condition, on or off, for the circulating pump (45) which 
charges heat to the CTC EcoZenith I 550 from an external buffer tank, i.e. 
when heat is to be retrieved.

2-wayvalve Ext  Indicates in which mode the diverting valve for external tank charging (56) 
is set, “Up” or “Down”. In the “Up” mode, heat can be charged from an 
external buffer tank to the upper part of the CTC EcoZenith I 550, and in the 
“Down” mode, heat can be charged either from or to the lower part of the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550.

From solar pnl °C  Outgoing temperature from the solar panels.

To solar panel °C  Incoming temperature to the solar panels.

Tank solar coil °C  Current temperature in the lower part of the tank where the solar coil is 
located.

Charge temp solar °C  Outgoing temperature from the solar energy exchanger.

Solar panel pump %  The operation condition for the circulating pump of the solar panels (30). 
“Off” or percentage of maximum capacity with which the pump is operated.

Charge p solar %  If the solar panels have been installed with a heat exchanger between the 
panels and the CTC EcoZenith I 550, another circulating pump (42) must 
be installed. The operation condition of this pump is shown as “Off” or 
percentage of maximum capacity with which the pump is operated.

Solar kW  Indicates how much power the solar panels provide. The value is based 
on the incoming and outgoing temperatures and the flow through the solar 
panels.

Ext DHW tank °C  The temperature in the external hot water tank, if applicable. This tank can 
be used to further increase the hot water capacity.

Ext DHW pump  The operation condition, “On” or “Off”, for the circulating pump to the 
external DHW tank.

DHWcirc. pump  The operation condition, “On” or “Off”, for the circulating pump for DHWcirc.

Pool temp °C  Current pool temperature and the reference value towards which the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550 works.

Charge pump pool  The operation condition, “On” or “Off”, for the charge pumps of the pool.

Mixing valve delay  The mixing valve is delayed the factory-set 180 min before it retrieves heat 
for the radiator system from the upper part of the tank (additional heat). This 
line shows the time remaining of the countdown to 0. The value can be set 
0-240 min, and then the mixing valve can be blocked so that it never takes 
heat from the upper part of the tank. The setting is done in the “Installer/
Settings/Elec. heaters” menu.

Electric power kW  Indicates how much power in kW by which the immersion heaters are driven 
(upper immersion heater/lower immersion heater).

Current draw  Indicates the house’s total current draw on each of the phases. This 
presumes that current sensors have been installed on the incoming lines. 
If the current exceeds the set size of the main fuses, the electric boiler 
automatically disconnects power in order to protect the fuses, for instance, 
when several power-demanding machines are used in the house. The set 
main fuse size is indicated in brackets.

Prog. Date  The date of the control program version.
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7.10 Stored operating data Menu

(you access the menu directly from the main menu)
In this menu the operating data for a longer period are shown.

Stored oper data
Total oper time h 8768
El heat kWh 22375
Maximum primary flow °C 55
Total oper time h HP1 2935
Oper time/24h HP1 10:22
Starts/24h HP1 14
Energy KWh 24672
Total oper time h HP2 2935
Oper time/24h HP2 4:12
Starts/24h HP2 12
Energy KWh 18236
Total oper time h HP3 2935
Operating time/24h HP3  5:43
Starts/24h HP3  11
Energy KWh 19423
Solar diff °C graph
Solar output graph
Solar energy graph
Energy kWh 5384

Total Operating Time h  Total time the product has been powered.

Electric Heat kWh  Total energy consumption for the CTC EcoZenith I 550’s immersion heaters. 
This is indirect energy measuring, based on the operating times of the 
immersion heaters. Domestic energy is not included in this indication.

Maximum Primary Flow °C  The highest temperature delivered to the radiators. The value can indicate 
the temperature requirements of the radiator circuit/property. The lower the 
value during the winter season, the better suited to heat pump operation. 
The value can be reset by pushing the “OK” button in this menu.

Operating Time h HP1 (2, 3)  The total time the heat pump compressor has been operating. If more than 
one heat pump (2, 3) has been defined, their historical operating information 
(Operating time, Operating time/24h, Starts/24h and Energy) is shown.

Operating Time/24h HP1 (2, 3)  The compressor’s operating time during the last 24 hours. A new value is 
stored/shown once every 24 hours. After the initial start, the value is shown 
after 24h only.

Starts/24h HP1 (2, 3)  The number of starts the compressor has made during the last 24 hours. A 
new value is stored/shown once every 24 hours. After the initial start, the 
value is shown after 24h only.

Energy kWh  Heat energy output from the heat pump. The value is calculated with the 
operating data from sensors in the heat pump. The value is shown only if the 
heat pump is of a model with so-called heating volume indication.

Solar diff °C graph  Select this menu line to graphically show the difference between incoming 
and outgoing temperature from the solar panel over a period of time.

Solar output graph  Under this menu line, output from the solar panels over time is shown 
graphically.

Solar energy graph  Under this menu line, output energy from the solar panels over time is shown 
graphically.

Energy kWh  Total output from the solar panels. This value is calculated from incoming and 
outgoing temperatures from solar collectors, the operating time and set flow. 
This is thereby not an exact meter.
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7.11 night reduction

(you access the menu directly from the main menu)
This menu is used for night reduction settings. Night reduction means 
reducing the temperature indoors during scheduled periods, e.g., at night 
or when you are working. Two types of night reduction are available: “Week 
prog.” for scheduling daily reductions and “Block” for scheduling night 
reduction periods lasting several days.

If only one radiator circuit is defined, the first menu window for selection 
of radiator system is not displayed.

Night reduction
Select rad circuit:
Radiator system 1
Radiator system 2
Radiator system 3

Night red rad sys 1 (2, 3)
Active No
Type Week prog.
Room reduced °C -2
(alt Primflow reduc.°C  -3)
Week prog.
(alt. Block)

Active  Here you select if the scheduled reduction should be active, “Yes”. If “No”, 
no reduction takes place at all.

Type  Type of reduction is selected here:

  “Week prog.” means scheduling reductions during all weekdays with the 
possibility of two reductions per day. The schedule is repeated every week. 
“Block” means scheduling reductions during several days of the week, e.g., 
Monday to Friday. Two reduction periods can be scheduled. The schedule is 
repeated every week.

Room reduced °C/(alt. Primflow reduc.)  Here you decide how many degrees the room temperature is to be reduced 
during the reduction period. NOTE: “-2” means that the room temperature is 
reduced by 2°C from the regular temperature. If room sensors are not part of 
the operation, it would be the primary flow temperature for which you indicate 
a reduction instead. Rule of thumb: 3-4°C reduction of the primary flow temp 
equals approx. 1°C reduction of the room temp in a normal system.

Week pr. or Block  The scheduling is done in these menus; see next section.
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7.13 Block Menu

(Night Reduction/block)
In this menu the reduction can be set for several days of the week, e.g., when 
working in another place on weekdays and spending the weekends at home.

Block 1 (2, 3)
Decrease Sun 18.00
Raise Fri  16.00
Decrease - -
Increase - -

7.12 week program Menu

(Night Reduction/Week pr)
In this menu, reduction times during the weekdays are scheduled. The 
schedule is repeated every week. The illustration shows factory values which 
can be changed. If more reduction periods are required, the intermediate 
times should be programmed.

Remember that the room temperature changes slowly and depends on, for 
instance, how well the house is insulated.

▲ = the temperature increases (to normal temp) at the hour indicated after the 
arrow.

▼ = the temperature is reduced the number of degrees shown next to the 
hour indicated after the arrow.

Week pr 1 (2, 3)
Mon  ▲6▼-▲-▼22
Tue ▲6▼-▲-▼22
Wed  ▲6▼-▲-▼22
Thu ▲6▼-▲-▼22
Fri ▲6▼-▲-▼23
Sat ▲8▼-▲-▼23
Sun ▲8▼-▲-▼22

Example 1

Mon ▲6▼-▲-▼22  On Monday morning at 06:00 the temperature is raised to normal and is 
normal all day until 22:00 when it is reduced again.

Example 2

Mon ▲6▼12▲16▼22  At 06:00 the temperature is raised to the normal, at 12:00 the temperature is 
reduced until 16:00. Between 16:00 and 22:00 the temperature is normal 
and thereafter it is reduced again.

Reduce Sun 18.00  Set the first day and time when the temperature should be reduced.

Raise Fri 16.00  Set the day and time when the temperature should be raised again.

  If two reduction periods are required during the week, they are programmed 
in chronological order.

  Example:

  Decrease Sun 18.00 
Raise Wed 16.00 
Decrease Thu 21.00 
Increase Fri 16.00
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Installer
Settings
Define application
Service

7.14 Installer Menu

(you access the menu directly from the main menu)
This menu contains three submenus. “Settings” and “Define system” are 
used by the installation engineer and the user, and the “Service” menu 
is used for fault tracing.

Settings
Language English
Radiator system 1
Radiator system 2
Radiator system 3
Heat pump 1
Heat pump 2
Heat pump 3
Elec. heater
Upper Tank
Lower Tank
Solar Energy
Wood Boiler
Ext Boiler
Ext storage tank
Pool
Remote control NS
Holiday Off
Save my settings.
Retrieve my settings.
Load factory setting

7.15 Settings Menu

(Installer/Settings)
In the “Settings” menu the installation engineer and user perform settings as 
needed and desired.

Language   English  Setting of Language.

Radiator system 1 (2, 3)  In this menu you make settings for defined radiator systems. Max and min 
primary flow, summer mode (heat Off), curve slope and adjustment as well 
as night reduction levels can be set.

Heat pump 1 (2, 3)  Here you make settings for defined heat pumps: settings for the compressor, 
min outside temperature, prioritizations between heat pumps, rate and 
settings for circulating pumps.

Elec. heater  Here you make settings which have to do with the immersion heaters of the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550. Among other things you can set permissible power, 
temperatures in the lower part of the tank if the heat pumps should not be in 
operation, delay of the mixing valve, main fuse etc.

Upper Tank  Here the characteristics for the upper tank can be set. The settings are stop 
temperature, times to switch the charging of upper and lower tank, additional 
temperature, extra DHW, DHWcirc, etc.

Settings  Select this menu to make your settings according to your own requirements.

Define application  This menu is used to tell the CTC EcoZenith I 550 which components and 
subsystems your heating system consists of. This information is used to 
control, check and meet the heat and DHW needs of your house in the best 
and most economical way. Furthermore, the CTC EcoZenith I 550 sorts and 
hides menus which are not defined. What is not defined is not shown.

Service  This menu is used by service personnel for fault tracing and diagnostics. 
The menu also contains a coded section with alarm limits, intended for the 
manufacturer’s settings only.
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Lower Tank  Here you can set the lowest temperature for the lower tank.

Solar Energy  Settings for the solar heating system, if this is defined.

Wood Boiler  Here you set the starting conditions for wood operation.

Ext Boiler  Here you set the start, stop and difference temperatures for an external boiler 
(oil, gas, elec., etc).

Ext storage tank  If an external tank has been defined, its settings are made here. You can set 
start and stop conditions for charging and a week program.

Pool  Stop temperature and difference for the pool operation can be set here, if 
applicable.

Remote control   Choice of remote control type. 

 “NR” Remote night reduction, e.g., via the minicall system.

 “RC” Ripple control. Disconnection of the compressor and immersion 
heaters during a certain time which is determined by electricity supplier 
(specialized equipment).

 “DHW” Extra DHW, used together with the accessory “Extra DHW button”.

Vacation  “On” If you wish to have “sustained night reduction”, e.g., during traveling, 
the duration of the vacation can be set here. Up to 250 days can be set. 

  “Off” Not activated.

Save my settings.  Here your own settings can be stored; confirm with the “OK” button.

Retrieve my settings.  The stored settings can be recovered here. Can be useful if you want to test 
new settings, but change your mind and want to recover the old ones.

Load factory setting  The product is delivered with factory settings. These can be recovered by 
activating this function.
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7.16 radiator System Menu

(Installer/Settings/Radiator System 1, 2, 3)
In the “Radiator system” menu you make settings for defined radiator 
circuits. This is in order to meet the house’s need for heat, the so-called 
“house heating curve”. It is important that this default setting be right for just 
your house. Incorrectly set values can result in insufficient heat or too much 
energy being used for heating. Very important is the setting of values for 
“Slope” and “Adjustment”.

Radiator system 1 (2, 3)
Max primary flow °C 55
Min primary flow °C Off
Heat off, outside °C  16
Heat off, time 120
Inclination °C 50
Adjustment °C 0
Room reduced °C -2
Primflow reduc.°C  -3
Drying period Off

Max primary flow °C  Highest permissible heat going out to the radiators. For floor heating this is 
an “electronic” barrier to protect the floor coils. Factory value 55 °C (setting 
30-80 °C).

Min primary flow °C  If during the summer you want the cellar or floor coils in the bathroom, for 
instance, to have a certain basic heat, the lowest permissible temperature 
can be set here. Other parts of the house should then be closed off with 
thermostat valves or stop cocks. 
Factory value Off (setting Off, 15-65 °C).

Heat Off, outside °C  Limit for outside temperature when the house does not need more heat. The 
radiator pump stops and the mixing valve is kept closed, provided that there 
is no need for heat on the heating systems 2 or 3. The radiator pump is 
exercised every day to avoid seizure. The system starts again automatically 
when heat is needed. Factory value 16 °C (setting 10-30 °C).

Heat Off, time  When the outside temperature falls to the limit at which heat is needed again, 
“Heat Off, outside °C”, has to remain this low or lower for this many minutes 
before heat to the house is allowed again. Factory value 120 minutes (setting 
30-240 minutes).

Curve Slope °C  The value set is the outgoing temperature to the radiators at -15 °C outside 
temperature. A lower value is selected for a radiator system with large 
radiator surfaces (so-called low temperature system). For a floor heating 
system very low temperatures are needed. The value should therefore be 
set low. If you have a high temperature system, the value must be increased 
to get sufficient inside temperature. High temperature systems are not 
optimized for heat pump operation, which is why the savings will be lower if 
a heat pump is connected. 
Factory value 50 °C (setting 25-85 °C).

Curve Adjustment °C  While the inclination indicates by how much the temperature should increase 
up to the radiators when the outside temperature is falling, the adjustment 
means that the temperature level can be raised or reduced at a certain 
outside temperature. 
Factory value 0°C (setting -20 to 20 °C).
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7.17 heat pump Menu

(Installer/Settings/Heat pump 1, 2, 3)
In the “Heat pump” menu you make settings for the heat pumps which have 
been defined.

Heat pump 1
HP1, Compressor Blocked
HP1, Min outdoor temp °C -10
Prio A/W W/W °C 5
HP1-HP2 time 30
Tariff HP No
HP1 Chargepump min% 50
HP1 Chargepump max%  100

Heat pump 2
HP2, Compr Blocked
HP2, Min outside temp °C -10
HP2 Chargepump min% 50
HP2 Chargepump max% 100

Heat pump 3
HP3, Compr Blocked
HP3, Min outside temp °C -10
HP3 Chargepump min% 50
HP3 Chargepump max% 100

Room reduced °C

Primflow reduc.°C  Here you decide how many degrees the room temperature is to be reduced 
during the reduction period. NOTE: “-2” means that the room temperature 
is reduced by 2 °C from the regular temperature. If room sensors are not 
part of the operation, it would be the primary flow temperature of which you 
indicate a reduction instead. Rule of thumb: 3-4 °C reduction of the primary 
flow temp equals approx. 1 °C reduction of the room temp in a normal 
system. 
Factory value “Room reduced” -2 °C (setting -40 to 0 °C). 
Factory value “Primflow reduc.” -3 °C (setting -40 to 0 °C).

Drying period  Is activated to limit the flow temperature in connection with construction/
installation. The setting automatically passes to “Off” after completed cycle.

“Type 1”  Constant primary flow temperature of 25 °C during the first day and 
the subsequent three days. During the next four days the primary flow 
temperature is set according to the “Max Primary Flow” menu. However, it 
cannot be higher than 55 °C.

“Type 2”  25 °C primary flow temperature during the first day. The temperature is 
raised by 5 degrees per day until the set temperature in the “Max primary 
flow” menu is obtained. During the next 10 days the flow temperature is 
constant according to the “Max primary flow” menu. Thereafter the primary 
flow is reduced by 5 degrees per day again until the temperature is down to 
25 °C. 
Factory value Off (setting Off, Type 1 and Type 2)

HP1 (2, 3), Compr  The heat pump’s compressor can be blocked here, e.g., before the 
installation is fully completed.

 “Blocked” Delivery setting. After installation the setting is changed to 
“permitted”. 
“Permitted” The compressor is permitted to start (normal operation mode).

HP1 (2, 3), Min outside temp °C  Air/water heat pump only. The setting of the outdoor temperature when the 
compressor no longer is permitted to operate. A temperature setting lower 
than the factory setting is possible, but not recommended, since wear and 
efficiency are affected negatively.  
Factory value (recommended setting) -10 °C (setting -15/-20 to 0 °C).
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7.18 electric heater Menu

(Installer/Settings/Elec. heater)
In the “Elec. heater” menu you can make settings affecting the operation 
of the immersion heaters. 

Elec. heater
El.boiler upp kW 9
El.boiler low kW 9
El. boiler low °C  50
Delay mix.v 180
Main fuse A   20
Input voltage 3x400V
Tariff el.  No

El. boiler upper kW  Here you select the power that the upper immersion heaters are allowed to 
emit (the CTC EcoZenith I 550 has an upper immersion heater of 9 kW as 
standard). 
Factory value 9 kW (setting 0-18 kW, in steps of 3 kW).

El. boiler low kW  Here you select the power that the upper immersion heaters are allowed to 
emit  
Factory value 9 kW (setting 0-9 kW, in steps of 3 kW).

El. boiler low °C  Setting of the temperature for the lower immersion heater. The lower 
immersion heater is allowed to operate only when the heat pump is blocked.  
Factory value 50 °C (setting 30-60 °C).

Mixing valve del  Here you set the mixing valve delay before it takes energy from the upper 
part of the tank, the additional heating part. The mixing valve can be blocked 
so that it never retrieves energy from the additional heating part of the tank. 
Factory value 180 min (setting 30-240 min and blocked).

Prio EcoAir/Part °C  This temperature setting controls the prioritization between the air/water heat 
pump EcoAir and the liquid/water heat pump EcoPart, if both these are 
connected to the EcoZenith. The factory value is 5 degrees; this means that 
EcoAir is prioritized for outside temperatures from 5 degrees and warmer. 
Factory setting 5°C (setting -15 to 25°C).

HP1-HP2 time  Here you set the delay time before the second heat pump in the system is 
allowed to start, when the first heat pump is already operating. This value 
is also valid for how much time should pass before the third heat pump is 
allowed to start, when the first and second heat pumps are operating. 
Factory setting 30 minutes (setting 5-120 minutes).

Tariff HP  Here it is indicated if the product is connected to tariff-driven electricity. This 
does not apply in Sweden. Factory setting “No”.

HP1 (2, 3), charge pump min %  Here you set the minimum speed in percent for the circulating pump which 
provides the heat pump with radiator water. Applies to speed-controlled 
pumps only. 
Factory setting 50% (setting 20-100%).  
Settings below 25% are not recommended

HP1 (2, 3), charge pump max%  Here you set the maximum speed in percent for the circulating pump which 
provides the heat pump with radiator water. This applies to speed-controlled 
pumps only. 
Factory setting 100% (setting 20-100%). 
Settings below 25% are not recommended
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7.19 Upper Tank Menu
(Installer/Settings/Upper Tank)

In the “Upper Tank” menu you make settings which affect the operation 
of the upper part of the CTC EcoZenith I 550 tank. 

Upper Tank
Stop Temp °C 50
Maxtime upp. tank 20
Maxtime low. tank 40
Stop diff upper °C 3
Min temp upper °C 45
Addheat upp.tank°C 55
Addheat extraDHW °C 60
Charge Pump Min% 50
Charge pump max% 100
Run time DHWcirc.  4
Time DHWcirc. 15
Week pr. DHWcirc.
Ext. DHWdiff °C 5
Add DHWdays 14

Main fuse A  The main fuse size is set here. Together with installed current sensors, the 
fuses are protected when using machines which give temporary power peaks, 
e.g., stove, oven, engine heater, etc., whereupon the product temporarily 
reduces the connected output. Factory value 20 A (setting 16-100 A).

Supply voltage  Setting of the grid supply voltage, for instance, 3x400 V (applies in Sweden)

Tariff el.  Here it is indicated if the product is connected to tariff-controlled electricity. 
This does not apply in Sweden.

Stop temp °C  Here you set the temperature at which the charging of the upper tank is 
stopped. A temperature set higher provides better hot water capacity but 
worse operating economy. 
Factory value 50 °C (setting 40 up to the “HP1, max prim. flow” menu).

Max time upper tank  This is the time in minutes that the upper tank is allowed to be charged, 
without reaching its reference value, before the CTC EcoZenith I 550 starts 
charging the lower tank in case of heating needs. A longer set time means 
that hot water is prioritized for a longer period. Applies only when a heat 
pump is connected. 
Factory value 20 min (setting 0-60 min).

Maxtime low. tank  This is the time in minutes that the lower tank is allowed to be charged 
for the radiator needs, without reaching its reference value, before the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 starts charging the upper tank in case of warm water need. 
A longer set time means that heat is prioritized for a longer period. 
Applies only when a heat pump is connected. 
Factory value 40 min (setting 10-120 min).

Stop diff upper °C  If heating is required in the lower tank at the same time the upper tank is 
being charged, the charging is interrupted this number of degrees before 
the max temperature of the heat pump is reached and then passes to 
charging the lower tank for the heating needs. This is done in order to avoid 
a compressor stop with resulting start delay. For instance, if the heat pump’s 
max temperature is 55 °C, the charging of the upper tank is stopped and the 
charging of the lower tank is started when the temperature out from the heat 
pump reaches 52 °C if the Stop Diff Upper is set to 3 °C. Applies only when a 
heat pump is connected. 
Factory value 3 °C (setting 0-10°C).
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Min temp upper °C  If the heat pump is charging the upper part of the tank and is turned off 
because it has reached its maximum temperature and the temperature in 
the upper tank is below the set value, the immersion heater(s) is activated and 
raises the temperature to the temperature set in this menu. This can happen 
at low outside temperatures when the primary flow temperature of the heat 
pumps is limited (ATA – Automatic Temperature Adjustment). Factory value 
45 °C (setting 35-55 °C).

Addheat upp.tank°C  Stop temperature for additional heat from immersion heater(s). Is used when 
the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is in additional heating status, when no heat from 
the heat pump is available. 
Factory value 55 °C (setting 45-80 °C).

Addheat Extra DHW °C  Stop temperature for the upper immersion heater in the extra DHW function, 
either from immersion heater(s) or an external additional boiler. When extra 
DHW is activated, the heat pump starts by charging the upper tank until 
the highest operating temperature for the heat pump is reached. Thereafter, 
additional heat up to set temperature is activated. Factory value 60°C (setting 
50-80 °C).

Charge pump min%  Setting of lowest speed for the circulating pump of the heat pump charging 
the upper part of the tank. Applies only to speed-controlled pumps. Settings 
below 25% are not recommended. 
Factory value 50% (setting 20-100%).

Charge pump max%  Setting of the highest speed for the heat pump’s circulating pump which 
charges the upper part of the tank. Applies to speed-controlled pumps only. 
Settings below 25% are not recommended. 
Factory value 100% (setting 20-100%).

Run time DHWcirc.  The operating time the domestic hot water circulation should take place 
during each period. 
Factory value 4 minutes (setting 1-90 minutes).

Time DHWcirc.  The cyclic time for domestic hot water circulation. 
Factory value 15 minutes (setting 5-90 minutes).

Week pr. DHWcirc.  The scheduling of the HWC operation is made in this menu.

Ext. DHWdiff °C  Permissible temperature difference between the upper tank of the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 and the external domestic hot water tank. When the 
temperature difference is reached, the circulating pump starts and charges 
the external domestic hot water tank from the upper part of the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550. 
Factory value 5°C (setting 3-15°C).

Add DHWdays  If an external DHW tank is defined in the system, a possibility of so-called 
Legionella Prevention Increase of the tank is provided. This means that 
the temperature in the upper tank is charged up to 70 °C and the charge 
pump between upper tank and the external DHW tank is operating to raise 
the temperature in the external tank. The charging is active for maximum 6 
hours. Enough power must be installed and activated to charge the upper 
tank to 70 ºC. 
The setting in this menu is the number of days between the charges. 
Factory value 14 days (setting Off, 1-20 days).
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7.20 Lower Tank Menu

(Installer/Settings/Lower tank)

Lower Tank
Lower tank min °C  25

7.21 week program Dhw circulation 
Menu

(Installer/Settings/Upper Tank/Week pr. DHWcirc.)
In this menu you can schedule times for domestic hot water circulation during 
the days of the week. The schedule is repeated every week. The illustration 
shows factory values, which can be changed.

▲ = DHW circulation operation is started at the time indicated after the 
arrow, according to the settings for operating time and cyclic time.

▼ =  DHW circulation operation is stopped at the time indicated after the 
arrow.

Week pr. DHWcirc.
Mon  ▲5▼8▲16▼22
Tue ▲5▼8▲16▼22
Wed  ▲5▼8▲16▼22
Thu ▲5▼8▲16▼22
Fri ▲5▼8▲16▼23
Sat ▲ 7▼-▲ -▼23
Sun ▲ 7▼-▲ -▼22

Lower tank min °C  Here you set the temperature at which the charging of the lower tank is 
stopped. A higher-set temperature provides better hot domestic hot water 
capacity but worse operating economy. For best efficiency of the heat pump, 
this temperature should be kept as low as possible. 
Factory value 25 °C (setting 15-50 °C).

Example 1

Mon▲5▼8▲16▼22  The DHW circulation operates between 05:00 and 08:00 on Monday 
morning. Then it starts again at 16:00 and is stopped at 22:00.There is no 
domestic hot water circulation at other times.

Example 2

Sat▲7▼-▲-▼22  The DHW circulation operates between 07:00 and 22:00 on Saturdays.
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Solar Energy
dT max solar °C 7
dT Min solar °C  3
Min rpm pump %  30
Max lower tank °C  85
Max temp brine °C  18
dT max brine °C  60
dT min brine °C   30
Solar test tank °C   4
Test frequency  30
Winter mode  No
Time graph temp 5
Time graph oper.  1
Flow (l/min) 6
Protection function
Calibration sensors

7.22 Solar Menu

(Installer/Settings/Solar)
If solar has been defined, settings for solar operation can be made in the 
“Solar” menu.

dT max solar °C  Here you can set the temperature difference for when charging of solar 
energy is started. 
Type defined as “Coil” 
When the solar panel is this many degrees warmer than the solar coil in the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550, the solar panels’ circulating pump starts.

  Type defined as “Heat exchanger” 
When the solar panel is this many degrees warmer than the lower tank in the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550, the solar panels’ circulating pumps start.

  Solar is always charged primarily in the lower tank. If enough solar energy 
and temperature are present, they are transferred to the upper tank via the 
heat distribution pipes.  
Factory value 7 °C (setting 3-30 °C).

dT min solar °C  When the temperature difference falls to this set value, the circulating pump 
for the solar panels stops and the solar energy charge to the lower tank is 
finished. 
Factory value 3°C (setting 2-20 °C).

Min rpm pump %  Here you set the min. permissible rpm, in percentage, for the solar panels’ 
circulating pump. Factory value 30% (setting 30-100%).

Max lower tank °C  Stop temperature for solar charging of the lower tank.  
Factory value 85 °C (setting 10-95 °C).

Max temp brine °C  This menu shows if the function “recharge the bore hole” has been selected 
in the “Def Solar Energy” menu. This temperature setting determines when 
the recharging of the bore hole is halted.  
Factory value 18 °C (setting 1-30 °C).

dT max brine °C  Setting of starting conditions for solar charging of the bedrock. Indicates 
at which temperature difference (solar collector-bedrock) the charging is 
started. 
Factory value 60°C (setting 3-120°C). 

dT min brine °C  Setting of stop conditions for solar charging of the bedrock. Indicates at 
which temperature difference (solar collector-bedrock) the charging is halted. 
Factory value 30°C (setting 1-118°C).

Solar test tank °C  When recharging the bedrock, switching to tank charging is done once/30 
minutes to check if tank charging is possible. The test is carried out during 
set time intervals. If sufficient temperature is obtained, the tank charging 
continue; otherwise the system switches to charging the bedrock again. 
Factory value 4 min (setting 1-20 min). 
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7.23 protection Function Menu

(Installer/Settings/Solar/Protection function)
Here you make settings for the protection of the solar panels.

Protection function
Max temp brine °C 120
Cooling Yes
Re-cooling  No
Frost protect.   No
Frost protect.°C  -25

Test frequency  Indicates frequency for the solar test function. 
Factory value: 30 min (setting 30-180 min). 

Winter mode  Winter Mode is a manual setting which does not allow the CTC EcoZenith 
I 550 to check if charging of solar energy to the lower tank is possible. In 
winter time the EcoZenith normally has a higher temperature, and the sun 
provides less energy and lower temperature. In order to check if charging 
of solar energy to the tank is possible, water has to circulate in the system 
and temperatures be compared. If the check indicates that charging is not 
possible, energy has been consumed unnecessarily in that the water was 
circulated. The Winter Mode setting prevents this check. 
“Yes”  Deactivates the Solar Test Tank function. Charging is carried out to the 

bore hole only.

  “No”  Allows the Solar Test Tank function, and charging of the EcoZenith 
is possible. 

Time graph temp  Time interval for graph. 
Factory value: 5 min (setting 1-60 min). 

Time graph oper.  Time interval for graph. 
Factory value: 1 h (setting 1-48 h). 

Flow (l/min)  Setting of flow for the solar panels’ circulating pump. For information on 
measuring of the flow, see the Installation and Maintenance Manual for the 
pump group/solar package. This setting is important for the power and 
energy measuring to be as accurate as possible. 
Factory value 6 l/min (setting 1-50 l/min).

Protection function  Settings of the protection function for the solar panels are made in this menu.

Calibration sensors  Corrections of sensor temperatures can be made in this menu.

Max temp brine °C  Here you set the maximum temperature for the solar panels. 
Factory value 120 °C (setting 110-150 °C).

Cooling  “Yes”  The cooling function is activated if the solar panels reach their 
maximum temperature. This means that the solar panels are cooled 
with water from the CTC EcoZenith I 550, even if it has reached its 
maximum temperature.

 “No”  The cooling function is deactivated 
Factory value Yes (setting Yes/No).

Re-cooling  “Yes”  The function means that the system endeavors to reduce the 
temperature in the tank to set reference value. This means that the 
solar collectors are used as cooling coils for a short period of time.

 “No”  The re-cooling function is deactivated 
Factory value No (setting Yes/No).

Frost protect.  Setting determining if anti-freeze should be activated or not. 
Factory value No (setting Yes/No).

Frost protect.°C  Setting of the temperature at which the frost protection function is activated. 
Factory value -25 °C (setting -30 to -7 °C).
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7.24 Calibration Sensors Menu

(Installer/Settings/Solar/Calibration sensors)
Here the sensor temperatures can be corrected.

Calibration sensors
From solar pnl°C 0
To solar panel°C 0
Charge solar °C 0

7.25 wood Boiler Menu

(Installer/Settings/Wood boiler)

Wood Boiler
Start/Stop °C  100

From solar pnl °C  Correction of the solar panel’s temperature sensor for outgoing temperature 
(70) 
Factory value 0 °C (setting -3 to 3 °C).

To solar panel °C  Correction of the solar panel’s temperature sensor for incoming temperature 
(71) 
Factory value 0 °C (setting -3 to 3 °C).

Charge temp solar °C  Correction of the solar panel’s charge temperature sensor (72). 
Used when the type is defined as “Heat exchanger”. 
Factory value 0 °C (setting -3 to 3 °C).

Start/Stop °C  Controls the start conditions for wood operation, based on the flue gas 
temperature. Wood operation is activated when the flue gas temperature 
exceeds the set value in this menu and the temperature in the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550’s lower tank is equal to or above its reference value. When 
wood operation is activated, the heat pump or additional heat is not used 
to heat the EcoZenith. Wood operation is deactivated when the flue gas 
temperature is below the set value in this menu. Factory value 100 °C (setting 
70-250 °C). 
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7.26 external Boiler Menu

(Installer/Settings/Ext boiler)
In this menu settings for the external additional boiler are made.

Ext Boiler
Add heat stop.°C 65
Add heat diff.°C 5
Tariff add heat Från
Min oper. time 0
Priority High
Delay prio low 120

Add heat stop.°C  The operation of the external boiler is halted at this set temperature. 
Factory value 65°C (setting 50-85°C).

Add heat diff.°C  Here you set how much the temperature is allowed to drop below the stop 
temperature before the external boiler starts again.  
Factory value 5°C (setting 3-20°C).

Tariff add heat  Here is indicated if the product is connected to a rate-controlled grid. When 
the heat pump is turned off by the grid, the external boiler should activate. 
This does not apply in Sweden. 
Factory value Off (setting Off/Till).

Min oper. time  Here you can set a minimum operating time for the external boiler. This is 
used to avoid operating times too short for the external boiler. 
Factory value 0 minutes (setting 0-240 minutes).

Priority  “High”  The external boiler is prioritized over the electric heater(s) if 
both heat sources are defined in the system. At the setting 
“High”, the external boiler is used first.

  “ Low”  The external boiler is prioritized lower than the immersion 
heater(s). Factory value High (setting High/Low).

Delay prio low  Delay of the heat source with the priority “Low”. For instance, if the external 
boiler has the priority “High”, the immersion heater(s) then gets the priority 
“Low” and is delayed the set number of minutes before it is allowed to go in 
and support the operation.  
Factory value 120 minutes (setting 30-240 minutes). 

 NOTE! Irrespective of the setting, the immersion heater in the upper  
 tank is used for extra domestic hot water increase.
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7.27 external Storage Tank Menu

(Installer/Settings/Ext storage tank)
Settings for the external buffer tank are made in this menu. The buffer tank 
is charged from the lower tank of the CTC EcoZenith I 550 but can be 
recharged in both the upper and the lower tanks.

Ext storage tank
dT lower ext °C  7
dT start upper °C  7
dT stop upper °C 3
Charge start low °C  80
dT start lower °C  7
dT stop lower °C  3
dT setpoint low °C  7
HP charging  Off
Week prog.

dT lower ext °C  The temperature difference between the lower tank of the CTC EcoZenith 
I 550 and the lower part of the external buffer tank which controls the 
conditions for starting the transfer from the CTC EcoZenith I 550 to the 
external buffer tank. This setting applies to charging of solar energy when a 
heating need is present on the radiator system.  
Factory value 7°C (setting 3-30 °C).

dT start upper °C  The temperature difference between the upper tank of the CTC EcoZenith 
I 550 and the upper part of the external buffer tank which controls the 
conditions for starting the recharging from the external buffer tank to the 
upper tank in the CTC EcoZenith I 550. 
Factory value 7°C (setting 3-30 °C).

dT stop upper °C  The temperature difference between the upper tank of the CTC EcoZenith 
I 550 and the upper part of the external buffer tank which controls the 
conditions for halting the recharging from the external buffer tank to the 
upper tank in the CTC EcoZenith I 550. 
Factory value 3°C (setting 1-30 °C).

Charge start low °C  The temperature in the lower tank of the CTC EcoZenith I 550 at which 
transfer to the external buffer tank should start. This menu applies to wood 
operation or to solar charging when no heat need is present on the radiator 
system.  
Factory value 80 °C (setting 60-90 °C).

dT start lower °C  The temperature difference between the lower tank of the CTC EcoZenith 
I 550 and the external buffer tank which controls the conditions for starting 
the recharging from the external buffer tank to the lower tank in the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550.  
Factory value 7 °C (setting 3-30 °C).

dT stop lower °C  The temperature difference between the lower tank of the CTC EcoZenith 
I 550 and the external buffer tank which controls the conditions for halting 
the recharging from the external buffer tank to the lower tank in the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550, and transfer in the opposite direction.  
Factory value 3 °C (setting 1-30 °C).

dT setpoint low °C  Setting of the number of degrees that the lower tank of the CTC EcoZenith 
I 550 must exceed its reference value to start transfer to the external buffer 
tank. This setting applies to charging of solar energy when a heating need is 
present on the radiator system. 
Factory value 7 °C (setting 2-50 °C).

HP charging  Charging the external buffer tank with heat from the heat pump is especially 
interesting when there are different power rates during the day. The buffer 
tank(s) can then be charged when the power rate is low. The lower tank of 
the CTC EcoZenith I 550 will work towards the set temperature during those 
periods which are scheduled in the “Day by Day” menu and then transfer 
heated radiator water to the buffer tank(s), provided that it has a lower 
temperature. Factory value Off (setting Off, 20-60 °C).

Week prog.  In this menu the charging of the external tank is scheduled.
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7.28 week program Menu

(Installer/Settings/Ext storage tank/ Week porg.)
In this menu the charging of the external storage tanks during the weekdays 
is scheduled. The schedule is repeated every week. The illustration shows 
the factory values to be changed.

▲ =  External storage tank charging is started at the time indicated after the  
 arrow.

▼ =  External storage tank charging is interrupted at the time indicated after  
 the arrow.

Week prog.
Mon  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Tue ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Wed  ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Thu ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Fri ▲6▼7▲-▼-
Sat ▲7▼8▲-▼-
Sun ▲7▼8▲-▼-

7.29 pool Menu

(Installer/Settings/Pool)
In this menu settings for the pool operation are made

Pool
Pool temp °C  22
Pool diff °C 1.0
Pool priority  high

Example

Mon ▲6 ▼7 ▲- ▼-  On Monday morning between 06:00 and 07:00 external storage tank 
charging is carried out. No charging takes place at other times.

! The “Lower tank min” menu should not be set to a 
lower value that the “Pool temp” menu.

Pool temp °C  Stop temperature for the pool: at this set temperature the charging of the 
pool is halted. Factory value 22 °C (setting 5-50 °C).

Pool diff °C  This value indicates how much the temperature is allowed to fall below the 
“Pool temp °C” before the charging of the pool starts again. Factory value 
1.0 °C (setting 0.2-5.0 °C).

Pool priority  “High” The pool is allowed to take so much heat that additional heat is 
activated.

  “Low” The pool is not heated when additional heat is activated. 
Factory value High (setting High/Low).
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7.30 Define application Menu

(Installer/ Define application)
In the “Define application” menu you and your installation engineer describe 
for the CTC EcoZenith I 550 how the heating system looks and what it 
consists of. The EcoZenith then sorts away menus which are not current and 
shows only those which are of value to your heating system.

If a menu line in the menu “Define application” is selected, the submenu for 
further selection is shown automatically.

If sensors for the radiator system(s) are connected at start-up, the settings 
are automatically set to “Yes” for these.

Define application
Radiator system 1 Yes
Radiator system 2 No
Radiator system 3 No
Heat pump 1 No
Heat pump 2 No
Heat pump 3  No
Elec. heater Yes
Solar No
Wood boiler No
Ext Boiler  No
Ext storage tank  No
DHW  No
Pool   No

Radiator system 1 (2, 3)  In the menu Radiator System 1 (2, 3) you can select which radiator systems 
(mixing valve groups) should be used and also if and for which radiator 
systems room sensors should be included in the operation.

Heat pump 1 (2, 3)  Under these lines you select the number of heat pumps installed in the 
heating system and which type they are, EcoAir (air/water) or EcoPart (liquid/
water). The charge pump type is also set here, whether it is speed controlled 
(0-10V) or not (relay).

Elec. heater  Here you indicate which and how many immersion heaters are used.

Solar Energy  The settings for the solar energy are: which type of solar collector is used, 
if bore holes (energy wells) that should be reloaded with solar energy are 
present and if the CTC EcoZenith I 550’s built-in solar coil is used, or, for 
larger systems, an external heat exchanger is used.

Wood Boiler  Here you indicate only if a wood boiler is included in the system. This is in 
order for the CTC EcoZenith I 550 to consider the flue gas sensor’s signal 
during wood burning and then stop a possible heat pump operation. Charge 
equipment should be used to keep correct temperature in the wood boiler.

Ext Boiler  Indicate in this menu if an external boiler for additional heating is included in 
the heating system. 

Ext storage tank  Here you select whether or not external storage tanks for radiator water are 
included in the system.

Hot water  Here you define if domestic hot water circulation should be activated and if 
an external domestic hot water tank for tap water is present

Pool  With this menu you set whether the CTC EcoZenith I 550 should heat the 
pool.
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Define Radiator System 1 Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Radiator System 1)

Def Radiator system 1
Radiator system 1 Yes
Room sensor 1 No
4-valve 59 Active
Rad pump 36 Active
Sensor 79 Active
Sensor 81 Active
Sensor 84 Active

Define Radiator System 2 Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Radiator system 2)

Def Radiator system 2
Radiator system 2 Yes
Room sensor 2  No
3-valve 60  Active
Rad pump 37 Active
Sensor 80   Active
Sensor 81 Active
Sensor 86 Active

Radiator system 1  Radiator System 1 is factory set to “Yes”. When the setting is “Yes”, the 
menu lines are shown underneath. These are turned off if the setting is “No”.

Room sensor 1  Here you select if room sensor 1 is included in the operation.

4-way valve 59  Indication that 4-way valve (59), the bivalent mixing valve, is activated.

Rad pump 36  Indication that radiator pump (36) is activated. 

Sensor 79  Indication that sensor (79) is  activated. This is the primary flow sensor which 
reads the temperature out to the radiator system 1.

Sensor 81  Indication that sensor (81) is activated. This is the return flow sensor which 
reads the temperature back to the CTC EcoZenith I 550.

Sensor 84  Indication that sensor (84), room sensor 1, is activated.

Radiator system 2  Radiator system 2 is factory set to “No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu 
lines are shown underneath. These are turned off at the setting “No”.

Room sensor 2  Here you select if room sensor 2 is included in the operation.

3-way valve 60  Indication that 3-way valve (60), the mixing valve for radiator system 2, is 
activated.

Rad pump 37  Indication that radiator pump (37) is activated. 

Sensor 80  Indication that sensor (80) is activated. This is the primary flow sensor which 
reads the temperature out to the radiator system 2.

Sensor 81  Indication that sensor (81) is activated. This is the return flow sensor which 
reads the temperature back to the CTC EcoZenith I 550.

Sensor 86  Indication that sensor (86), room sensor 2, is activated.
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Define Radiator System 3 Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Radiator system 3)
Control of radiator system 3 is an accessory from CTC, “Circuit Board 
Expansion”

Def Radiator system 3
Radiator system 3 Yes
Room sensor 3 No
3-valve 57 Active
Rad pump 35 Active
Sensor 74 Active
Sensor 81 Active
Sensor 87 Active

Define Heat Pump 1 Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Heat pump 1)

Def Heat pump 1
Heat pump 05 Yes
Type EcoAir
Charge pump 31 0-10V
3-valve 54 Active
3-way valve 55  Active

Radiator system 3  Radiator system 3 is factory set to “No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu 
lines are shown underneath. These are turned off at the setting “No”.

Room sensor 3  Here you select if room sensor 3 is included in the operation.

3-way valve 57  Indication that 3-way valve (57), mixing valve for radiator system 3, is 
activated.

Rad pump 35  Indication that radiator pump (35) is activated. 

Sensor 74  Indication that sensor (74) is activated. This is the primary flow sensor which 
reads the temperature out to the radiator system 2.

Sensor 81  Indication that sensor (81) is activated. This is the return flow sensor which 
reads the temperature back to the CTC EcoZenith I 550.

Sensor 87  Indication that sensor (87), room sensor 3, is activated.

Heat pump 05  Here you select if heat pump 1 (05) is included in the operation. 
The factory setting is “No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are 
shown underneath. These are turned off at the setting “No”. 
It is important to note that the setting locally in heat pump 1 (05) should be 
“A”, if a heat pump is installed in the system. If there is more than one heat 
pump in the system, heat pump 1 should be locally set to “A1”.  
Thus, this setting is made in the heat pump’s own control.

Type  The type of heat pump is selected here. “EcoAir” or ”EcoPart”.

Charge Pump 31  Here you set the type of charge pump. “0-10V” is for a speed-controlled 
circulating pump and “relay” for a pump with fixed speed setting.

3-way valve 54  Indication that 3-way valve (54) is activated. This 3-way valve distributes the 
heat pump-heated radiator water to either CTC EcoZenith I 550’s upper or 
lower tank.

3-way valve 55  Indication that 3-way valve (55) is activated. This 3-way valve retrieves 
radiator water from either CTC EcoZenith I 550’s upper or lower tank.
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Define Heat Pump 2 Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Heat pump 2)

Def Heat pump 2
Heat pump 06  Yes
Type  EcoAir
Charge pump 32 0-10V

Define Heat Pump 3 Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Heat pump 3)

Def Heat pump 3
Heat pump 07  Yes
Type   EcoAir
Charge pump 33  0-10V

Define Electric Heaters Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Elec. heaters)

Def Elec. heater
Upper heater 14  Yes
Upper heater 15  No
Lower heater 13  Yes

Heat pump 06  Here you select if heat pump 2 is included in the operation. The factory 
setting is “No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown 
underneath. These are turned off at the setting “No”. Note that the setting 
locally in heat pump 2 (06) should be “A2”. Thus, this setting is made in the 
heat pump’s own control.

Type  The type of heat pump is selected here. EcoPart or EcoAir.

Charge pump 32  Here you set the type of charge pump. “0-10V” is for a speed-controlled 
circulating pump and “relay” for a pump with fixed speed setting.

Heat pump 07  Here you select if Heat pump 3 is included in the operation. The factory 
setting is “No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown 
underneath. These are turned off at the setting “No”. 
Note that the setting locally in heat pump 3 (07) should be “A3”. Thus, this 
setting is made in the heat pump’s own control.

Type  The type of heat pump is selected here. EcoPart or EcoAir.

Charge pump 33  Here you set the type of charge pump. “0-10V” is for a speed-controlled 
circulating pump and “relay” for a pump with fixed speed setting.

! “Upper immersion heater 15” and the external boi-
ler cannot be used together.

Upper heater 14  Here you select if the upper immersion heater (14) should be included in 
the operation.  
The factory setting is “Yes”.

Upper heater 15  Here you select if the upper immersion heater (15) should be included in 
the operation.  
The factory setting is “No”. This immersion heater is optional.

Lower heater 13  Here you select if the lower immersion heater (13) should be included in 
the operation.  
The factory setting is “Yes”.
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Define Solar Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Solar)

Def Solar
Solar Yes
Type Coil
Vacuum collector No
Brine recharge  No
Sensor out 70 Active
Sensor in 71 Active
Charge pump 30 Active
Charge pump 42  Active
Sensor 72 Active
3-valve 58 Active

Solar Energy  Here you define if solar is present in the heating system. The factory setting 
is “No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown underneath. 
These are turned off at the setting “No”.

Type  “Coil” Heat exchange occurs via the built-in coil in the CTC EcoZenith I 550.

 “Heat exchanger” Heat exchange occurs via an external heat exchanger in 
larger solar energy systems.

Vacuum collector  Here you select if the solar collectors are so-called vacuum or flat-plate solar 
collectors.

Brine recharge  There is a possibility to charge a possible bore hole with energy from the 
solar collectors when the ordinary heat and domestic hot water needs are 
met.

Sensor out 70  Indication that sensor (70) is activated. This is the sensor which reads the 
temperature out from the solar collectors.

Sensor in 71  Indication that sensor (71) is activated. This is the sensor which reads the 
temperature into the solar collectors.

Charge pump 30  Indication that charge pump (30) is activated. This is the circulating pump 
which pumps non-freeze heat carrier liquid through the solar panels and 
through the finned coil of the CTC EcoZenith I 550 or to another heat 
exchanger.

Charge pump 42  Indication that charge pump (42) is activated. This circulating pump pumps 
radiator water between the CTC EcoZenith I 550’s lower tank and a possible 
intermediate heat exchanger and is thus not topical if the finned coil for solar 
energy is used.

Sensor 72  Indication that sensor (72) is activated. This sensor reads the temperature 
out from the external solar energy exchanger (08) and is not topical for the 
operation if CTC EcoZenith I 550’s own solar coil is used.

3-way valve 58  Indication that 3-way valve (58) is activated. This 3-way valve can send solar 
energy to the bore hole and is not topical if “Brine recharge” is deselected.
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Define Wood Boiler Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Wood boiler)

Def Wood boiler
Wood boiler Yes
Sensor 73  Active
Sensor 85  Active

Define External Boiler Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Ext boiler)

Def Ext boiler
Ext boiler Yes
Sensor 85 Active
Charge pump 34 Active

Define External Tank Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Ext storage tank)

Def Ext storage tank
Ext storage tank  Yes
Sensor 82 Active
Sensor 89 Active
Charge pump 44 Active
Charge Pump 45 Active
3-valve 56 Active

Wood Boiler  Here you define if a wood boiler is present. The factory setting is “No”. When 
the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown underneath. These are turned 
off at the setting “No”.

Sensor 73  Indication that sensor (73) is activated. This sensor reads the flue gas 
temperature.

Sensor 85  Indication that sensor (85) is activated. This sensor reads the temperature 
into the CTC EcoZenith I 550 from the water coming from the wood boiler.

Ext Boiler  Here you define if an external additional boiler is present. The factory setting is 
“No”. 

  When the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown underneath. 
These are turned off at the setting “No”.

Sensor 85  Indication that sensor (85) is activated. This sensor reads the temperature 
incoming to the CTC EcoZenith I 550 from the water coming from the external 
additional boiler.

Charge pump 34  Indication that charge pump (34) is activated. This circulating pump pumps 
water between the CTC EcoZenith I 550’s upper tank and the external 
additional boiler.

Ext storage tank  Here you define if an external buffer tank is installed. The factory setting is 
“No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown underneath.

  These are turned off at the setting “No”.

Sensor 82  Indication that sensor (82) is activated. This sensor reads the temperature in 
the top of the external buffer tank.

Sensor 89  Indication that sensor (89) is activated. This sensor reads the temperature in 
the bottom of the external buffer tank.
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Define Domestic Hot Water Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def DHW)

Def DHW
DHW circ. Yes
ExternalDHWtank Yes
Circ pump 43  Active
Timer DHW  Active
Sensor 78  Active
Circ. pump 38 Active

Charge pump 44  Indication that circulating pump (44) is activated. The pump is a part of the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550’s function for charging and discharging one or several 
buffer tanks. Pump (44) pumps water for charging of the external buffer tank 
from the CTC EcoZenith I 550.

Charge pump 45  Indication that circulating pump (45) is activated. The pump is a part of the 
CTC EcoZenith I 550’s function for charging and discharging one or several 
buffer tanks. Pump (45) pumps water for discharging of the external buffer 
tank and into the CTC EcoZenith I 550.

3-way valve 56  Indication that 3-way valve (56) is activated. This 3-way valve can control to 
which part ot the CTC EcoZenith I 550 heat should be delivered to when the 
buffer tank is discharged, in the upper tank for domestic hot water capacity 
or in the lower tank for radiator heat

DHW circ.  Here systems with domestic hot water circulation are defined. The factory 
setting is “No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown 
underneath. These are turned off at the setting “No”.

ExternalDHWtank  If there is an external domestic hot water tank for extra domestic hot water 
capacity, it is indicated here. The factory setting is “No”. When the setting 
is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown underneath. These are turned off at the 
setting “No”.

Circ pump 43  Indication that circulating pump (43) is activated. This circulating pump drives 
the domestic hot water circulation.

Timer DHW  Indication that time metering or the timer for domestic hot water circulation 
is activated and works according to set times for operating time, cyclic time 
and Week program. These settings are made in the “Installer/Settings/Upper 
Tank” menu.

Sensor 78  Indication that sensor (78) is activated. This sensor reads the temperature in 
the external domestic hot water tank.

Circ pump 38  Indication that circulating pump (38) is activated. This circulating pump 
charges the external domestic hot water tank.
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Def Pool
Pool Yes
Sensor 88   Active
Pool pump 39 Active
Pool pump 41  Active

Define Pool Menu

(Installer/Define application/Def Pool)

Pool  On this menu line the presence of a pool is defined. The factory setting is 
“No”. When the setting is “Yes”, the menu lines are shown underneath.

  These are turned off at the setting “No”.

Sensor 88  Indication that sensor (88) is activated. This sensor measures the 
temperature in the pool and controls the start and stop conditions for pool 
charging.

Pool pump 39  Indication that circulating pump (39) is activated. This pump charges heated 
pool water between the pool and heat exchanger (19).

Pool pump 41  Indication that circulating pump (41) is activated. This pump charges radiator 
water from CTC EcoZenith I 550 to the heat exchanger (19).

! Pool control presumes circuit board expansion 
(option).
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Alarm info
Latest alarm
Outdoor sensor (83)
Stored alarms
Room sensor (84)
Primary flow sensor (80)

Alarm Info Menu
(Installer/Alarm info)

Here you can read the alarm history. The last five alarms are shown.

Function Test Menu

(Installer/Function test)
In the “Function test” menu the installation engineer can test the connection 
and function of separate components in the heating system. When this 
menu is activated, all functions in the CTC EcoZenith I 550 are stopped. Only 
safety functions are still activated. Return to normal operation occurs after 8 
minutes of inactivity.

Function test
Radiator system
Heat pump 1
Heat pump 2
Heat pump 3
Valves
Elec. heater
Solar Energy
Wood Boiler
Ext Boiler
Ext storage tank
Hot water
Pool

Radiator system  In the Radiator System menu, radiator pumps and mixing valves are function 
tested.

Heat pump 1 (2, 3)  Compressors, circulating pumps and fans can be function tested separately 
under these menu lines.

Valves  In this menu the 3-way valves are function tested for the heat pump 
operation.

Elec. heater  Here the immersion heaters are function tested.

Solar Energy  Circulating pumps and valves for the solar panels can be tested here.

Wood Boiler  Function test of charge pump flue gas (40).

Ext Boiler  The boiler for additional heating and the circulating pump can be turned on 
or off in this menu.

Ext storage tank  The function of the charging and discharging pumps and the 3-ways valve 
for the buffer tanks are tested here.

Hot water  The circulating pumps for the domestic hot water system can be function 
tested here.

Pool  The circulating pumps for the pool operation can be function tested here.

Latest alarm  Shows the last alarm in plain text.

Stored alarms  Shows the previous four alarms. If all five alarms are the same, this could 
indicate an intermittent fault, e.g., a loose contact.
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Factory setting code
Kod  0 0 0
HP1, max primary °C 55
HP1, max return °C 48
HP1, alarm disch.°C  120
HP1, max brine in °C 20
HP1, min brine in °C -5
HP1, max diff br. °C 7
HP2, max primary °C
HP2, max return °C
HP2, alarm disch.°C 120
HP2, max brine in °C 20
HP2, min brine in °C  -5
HP2, max diff br. °C  7
HP3, max primary °C
HP3, max return °C
HP3, alarm disch.°C 120
HP3, max brine in °C  20
HP3, min brine in °C  -5
HP3, max diff br. °C 7
Diff HP upper °C   5
Diff HP lower °C 5
Start delay 10
Temp. Log

Factory Setting Code Menu

(Installer/ Factory setting code)
Factory setting code. Intended for the manufacturer’s operation/alarm limits. 
A 3-digit code must be indicated in order to be able to change limits. 
This menu is available to service personnel only. Incorrect changing of limits 
could jeopardize the operation, service life and warranty of the product.

Code  3-digit code required in order to be able to change values.

HP1 (2, 3), max primary °C  The highest temperature the heat pump is allowed to deliver.  
Factory value 55 °C (setting from 30 °C up to between 55-65 °C, depending 
on the heat pump type).

HP1 (2, 3), max return °C  The highest temperature allowed entering the heat pump type. 
Factory value 48°C (setting from 30 °C up to between 48-54 °C, depending 
on the heat pump type).

HP1 (2, 3), alarm disch.°C  The highest discharge gas temperature the compressor is allowed to deliver. 
Factory value 120 °C (setting 110-130 °C).

HP1 (2, 3), max brine in °C  Shown only when the heat pump type is set to EcoPart. The highest allowed 
temperature from a bore hole/ground loop.  
Factory value 20 °C (setting -15 to 20 °C).

HP1 (2, 3), min brine in °C  Shown only when the heat pump type is set to EcoPart. The lowest allowed 
temperature from a bore hole/ground loop. Factory value -5 °C (setting -5 to 
30 °C).

HP1 (2, 3), max diff br. °C  Shown only when the heat pump type is set to EcoPart. The highest allowed 
temperature difference between in- and outgoing brine liquid. During the first 
72 operating hours, a further 2°C difference is allowed.  
Factory value 7 °C (setting 0-7 °C).

Diff HP upper °C  The allowed temperature difference that the actual value for the upper tank is 
allowed to be below the reference value before tank charging with the heat 
pump starts. 
Factory value 5 °C (setting 1-20 °C).

Diff HP lower °C  The allowed temperature difference that the actual value for the lower tank is 
allowed to be below the reference value before tank charging with the heat 
pump starts. 
Factory value 5°C (setting 1-20 °C).

Start delay  The delay which prevents compressor start earlier than 10 min after 
compressor stop. The delay is also activated at power failure or the first time 
the heat pump is started. 
Factory value 10 minutes (setting 10-60 minutes).

Temp. Log  Contains values intended for service personnel.
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8. operation and Maintenance

When your new CTC EcoZenith I 550 has been installed, you and the 
installation engineer should check the system together. Let the installation 
engineer show you the switches, controls and fuses, so that you know how 
the system works and should be managed. Bleed the radiators after approx. 
three days’ operation, and fill up with water if needed.

CTC EcoZenith I 550 
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is prepared for connection to a CTC heat pump, 
wood boiler, other additional boiler, solar energy and pool. The CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 operates fully automatically. The control system turns on 
additional heat when needed, adapting to wood burning when this occurs, 
switches to summer mode, etc. A more detailed description on how the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 is built and works can be found in the “EcoZenith’s function” 
section.

Safety Valve for Tank and Radiator System
Check regularly that the valve is working properly by manually turning the 
valve knob. Check that water is exiting the overflow pipe. The overflow pipe 
outlet must always be open. Hot water can drip from the safety valve.

Draining the Tank
There must be no electrical supply to the tank during drainage. The drain valve 
is packaged separately and can be connected directly onto one of the lower 
connections, if one is free, or to a low lying pipe. When draining the whole 
system, fully open the mixing valve, i.e., turn it anti-clockwise as far as 
possible. Air must be applied to a closed system.

Operation Stop
The product is turned off with the safety switch. If there is a risk of the water 
freezing, all the water must be drained from the tank and radiator system. 
The domestic hot water coils, which contain about eleven liters, are emptied 
by feeding a hose all the way down the cold water connections and then 
siphoning out the water.

Current Monitor
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 has a current monitor which measures current up 
to 100 A. If the system is installed with current sensors, the house’s main 
fuses will constantly be monitored so they do not become overloaded. If 
this should happen, electric stages are disconnected from the immersion 
heater(s). 
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! Remember to reset 
the mixing valve to 
automatic mode.

Mixing Valve
The mixing valve is maneuvered automatically from the control system, so 
that the correct temperature, irrespective of the season, reaches the heating 
system. However, in case of faults, you can affect the valve yourself by 
pulling out the knob on the motor and turning it anti-clockwise to raise the 
temperature, or clockwise to lower it.

Room Sensor
The room sensor, which should always be installed (up to 3 room sensors 
can be connected), always ensures that the temperature in the room is 
correct and even. In order for it to give the right signals to the control, the 
radiator thermostats should always be fully open in the space where the 
room sensor is placed. Always adjust the system with all radiator thermostats 
fully open. After a few days, the thermostats can be adjusted individually 
in the different rooms.

In the “Installer/Define application/Def Radiator System/Room Sensor No” 
menu you can select operation without room sensors. This could be done 
if the room sensor is difficult to place, if you have several apartments, if the 
floor heating system has separate room sensors or when burning in a stove 
or open fire. The alarm diode on the room sensor works as usual, however. 
If burning sporadically in a stove or open fire, the burning can make the 
room sensor reduce the temperature to the radiators. It can then become 
cold in the rooms in other parts of the house. The room sensor can then be 
deselected temporarily during the burning. The CTC EcoZenith I 550 will then 
provide the radiators with heat, according to the set heating curve: see the 
“House Heating Curve” section. The radiator thermostats are throttled in the 
part of the house where burning takes place.

“Summer Cellar Heat”
Often a certain basic heat in the cellar/ recreation room/bathroom is 
desirable even in summertime, in order to avoid raw and humid air. The CTC 
EcoZenith I 550 manages this by setting the minimum allowable primary 
flow temperature to a suitable temperature (15-65 °C). Refer to the “Installer/
Settings/Radiator System/Min primary °C” menu. This means that the 
temperature out to the radiators is not below a selected temperature, for 
instance, 35 °C. In order for this to work, radiator thermostats or shut off 
valves must be present in the rest of the house. These then throttle the heat 
in the rest of the house. The function can also be used for the floor heating in 
the bathroom, for warm floors during summer.

Night reduction
With night set back you have the possibility to automatically vary the 
temperature in the house 24/24, all weekdays. More information in the “Detail 
Description Menus/Night set back” section.
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9. Fault Tracing/
Appropriate Measures

The CTC EcoZenith I 550 is designed to provide reliable service and high 
comfort and also to have a long life length. Here are some tips that may be 
helpful if any operation errors occur.

Should a fault occur, always contact the installation engineer who did the 
installation. If he deems that it is a defect in material or workmanship, he will 
contact Enertech/CTC to check and repair the damage. Always indicate the 
serial number of the product.

The Heating System
If the set room temperature is not obtained, check:

•	 that the radiator system is correctly adjusted and works well, that 
radiator thermostats are open and that the radiators are evenly warm. 
Touch the entire surface of the radiator. Bleed the radiators.

•	 that the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is in operation and that no error 
messages are displayed.

•	 that sufficient electric power has been installed; increase if needed.

•	 that the product is not set to the “Max. allowed primary flow 
temperature” mode with a too low value.

•	 that sufficiently high value for “Curve inclination” has been set. Increase 
if needed. More on this in the “Heating Curve” section, also see the 
“Installer/Settings/Radiator System 1, 2 and 3” menu.

•	 that the temperature set back is not maladjusted.

•	 that the mixing valve is not in manual mode.

If the heat is not even, check:

•	 that the placement of the room sensors is appropriate for the house.

•	 that the radiator thermostats don’t interfere with the room sensor.

•	 that no other heat sources/cold sources interfere with the room sensor.

•	 that the mixing valve is not in manual mode.

Outdoor Sensor/Room Sensor Faults
If a fault on the outdoor sensor occurs, an outside temperature of -5°C is 
simulated in order for the house not to be chilled. An alarm is displayed in the 
display window. If a fault on the room sensors occurs, the CTC EcoZenith I 
550 automatically switches to operation in accordance with the set curve. An 
alarm is displayed in the display window.

Resetting after Alarm
You reset the alarm by pushing the reset button on the panel. If several 
alarms have been triggered, they are displayed one after another. A 
remaining fault cannot be reset before it has been remedied first. Certain 
alarms are reset automatically if the fault stops.

! Don’t forget that 
the radiators also 
may need bleeding.

! If you have no ra-
diator thermostats 
on the first floor, 
you may need to 
install some.
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Current Monitor
The CTC EcoZenith I 550 has a built-in current monitor. If the system is 
installed with current sensors (included), there is a constant monitoring to 
prevent overload of the main fuses of the house. If this should happen, 
electric stages are disconnected from the CTC EcoZenith I 550. At increased 
heat requirements and in combination with single-phased motor heater, 
stove, washing machine or dryer, e.g., the product’s immersion heaters could 
be limited. This can lead to that neither the heating temperature nor the 
domestic hot water temperature is sufficient.

If the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is restricted, this is shown in plain text on the 
display. Ask the electrician if the fuse size in the house is correct.

Sound Problems
Sudden pressure changes in the tap water system may cause noise. This 
is due to pressure surges which occur when, for instance, an older type 
of instant closing mixer is turned off quickly. The fault is not in the CTC 
EcoZenith I 550, and the problem can be easily rectified by replacing 
the mixer with a soft-closing one. In the case of noise from hard closing 
dishwashers and washing machines, this can be rectified with a pressure 
surge damper, which is also a viable alternative to soft closing taps/mixers. 
Minimizing pressure surge benefits the whole of the tap water system in 
general!

If gushing sounds can be heard from the product, check that it is well 
purged. Turn the safety valve for the boiler so that any air is evacuated. If 
necessary, fill up with more water so that correct pressure is obtained. If the 
problem is repeated, have a specialist check the cause.
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9.1 Information and Alarm Texts
A1, A2 and A3 in the information and alarm texts mean that the alarm 
comes from the heat pump, which has the settings A1, A2 or A3 locally in 
its own control. For more information on this, refer to the installation and 
maintenance manual of respective heat pump. If only one heat pump is 
defined, A1 is not shown.

Information text Description

Water filled?
Confirm with OK

This text comes up during the product’s first operating hour every time 
voltage is applied. No function starts before it is confirmed that water 
is being filled. If water is filled in the system and product, confirm by 
pushing “OK”.

Define application This text comes up during the product’s first operating hour every 
time voltage is applied after the previous information text has been 
confirmed with OK. To access the Main Menu/Standard Display Menu, 
push the undo button twice.

Heat off rad system 1 (2, 3) Indicates that no heat is needed in the house. The radiator pump turns 
off and the mixing valve is closed. The pump is exercised a short while 
every day to avoid seizure.

Tariff, HP Off. This text is displayed if the heat pump(s) is stopped due to the supply 
(low rate) not being alive. This text is shown only when the “Rate HP” 
menu is set to “Yes”.

Electr. tariff Off. This text is shown only if the immersion heaters are turned off due to 
the supply (low rate) not beingalive. This text is shown only when the 
“Electr. Tariff” menu is set to “Yes”.

Tariff add heat On This text is shown only if the external boiler is on, due to the supply (low 
rate) not being alive. This text is shown only when the “Rate Ext Boiler” 
menu is set to “Yes”.

Ripple control Indicates that ripple control is active. Ripple control is equipment 
the electrician can install in order to disconnect power-demanding 
equipment temporarily. Immersion heaters and heat pumps are blocked 
during active ripple control.

Periodic Increase This is shown if periodic increase is active. Valid only when an external 
water heater is defined.

High power demand (X) A The main fuses of the house are being overloaded, for instance when 
several power-demanding machines are used together. The product 
reduces the immersion heaters’ electric power during this time.

Communicat. error display This text is shown when the communication between the display board 
and relay board is not working.

Communicat. error HP This text is shown when the CTC EcoZenith I 550 is unable to 
communicate with the CTC EcoAir/CTC Ecopart.

A1 (A2, A3), start delay The heat pump’s compressor has not been idle for at least 10 minutes 
after stop. Will start when the time runs out.

A1 (A2, A3), high return temp. Incoming water temperature to the heat pump is too high. The heat 
pump is halted.

A1 (A2, A3), high primary temp. Outgoing water temperature from the heat pump is too high. The heat 
pump is halted.

Communicat. error Pool temp Will be shown if Pool is defined and the communication to “circuit board 
expansion”, where the pool sensor is connected, does not work.

Communicat. error Sensor Primary 
flow 3

Will be shown if Radiator System 3 is defined and the communication 
to “circuit board expansion”, where primary flow sensor 3 is connected, 
does not work.
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Alarm text Description

Sensor Tank upper (77) A faulty, not connected or shorted sensor, and a value outside the 
sensor’s range, triggers alarm. If it is a sensor important to the operation 
of the system, the compressor on the connected heat pump is stopped. 
Resetting must then be performed manually after correction. For other 
sensors the alarm is reset automatically after correction.

Sensor Tank lower (75)

Sensor Tank solar (76)

Sensor From solar pnl (70)

Sensor To solar panel (71)

Sensor Solar charge (72)

Sensor Ext tank upper(82)

Sensor Ext tank lower (89)

Sensor EXternal boiler (85)

Sensor Primary flow 1 (79)

Sensor Primary flow 2 (80)

Sensor Primary flow 3 (74)

Sensor Return flow (81)

Sensor Outdoor (83)

Sensor Room 1 (84)

Sensor Room 2 (86)

Sensor Room 3 (87)

Sensor External DHW (78)

Sensor Flue Gas (73)

Sensor Pool Temp (88)
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Alarm text Description

High temp thermostat Will be shown if the overheating protection device has been triggered. 
To reset: turn off the current to the product and reset the overheating 
protection device behind the front.

A1 (A2, A3), High pressure switch The high pressure switch in the refrigerant system has triggered and 
stopped the heat pump.

A1 (A2, A3), Low pressure switch The low pressure switch in the refrigerant system has triggered. Often 
the problem is insufficient circulation in the collector hoses, e.g., due to 
air in the system after installation. The heat pump has been stopped.

A1 (A2, A3), motor High current to the compressor has been detected and the heat pump 
has been stopped. Could also be caused by phase drop out. Check the 
fuses and ensure that all phases are correctly connected.

A1 (A2, A3), Wrong phase order The compressor motor in the product must run in the correct direction. 
At power on, the system checks that the compressor provides 
temperature to the hot gas pipe. If not, the compressor is running 
backwards. Two of the phases to the product must then be shifted. The 
power to the system must be cut in order to correct this fault.

A1 (A2, A3), sensor outside A faulty, not connected or shorted sensor, and a value outside the 
sensor’s range, triggers alarm. If it is a sensor important to the operation 
of the system, the compressor on the connected heat pump is stopped. 
Resetting must then be performed manually after correction. For other 
sensors the alarm is reset automatically after correction.

A1 (A2, A3), sensor primary flow

A1 (A2, A3), sensor return flow

A1 (A2, A3), sensor brine in

A1 (A2, A3), sensor brine out

A1 (A2, A3), sensor defrost

A1 (A2, A3), sensor evaporator

A1 (A2, A3), sensor discharge

A1 (A2, A3), high compr.temp. The compressor in the heat pump delivers abnormally high temperature 
(outgoing temperature from the compressor).

A1 (A2, A3), low brine temp. Incoming temperature on the refrigerant (brine) from the bore hole/
ground coil is too low. The heat pump is halted.

A1 (A2, A3), high brine temp. Incoming temperature on the brine fluid from the bore hole/ground loop 
is too high. The heat pump is halted.

Phase 1 (2, 3) missing Shown at drop out of phase 1, 2 or 3.

Flow solar Indicates a stop in the flow and the charging is halted. Can be caused 
by a fault on the charge pump or pump connection and a fault on the 
temperature sensor or that the system has started boiling.
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Technical data

Main dimensions on delivery mm 750x950x1700

Main dimensions when installed mm 886x1067x1700

Weight kg 256

IP class IPX1

Insulation (polyurethane, PUR) mm 90

Kvs value mixing valve 17-28 kW (option mixing 
valve 27-45 kW)

m3/h 6.3 (10)

Temperature thermostat overheating protector device °C 92-98

Domestic hot water capacity (40°C, 22 l/min)
      Tank temp 55°C, HP (EA125) allowed
      Tank temp 65/55°C, electric power 24 kW allowed

l
l

>600
523

Pressure differential at flow 40 l/min bar 0.7

Volume tank l 540

Volume domestic hot water coil l 11.4

Max operating pressure tank bar 2.5

Max operating pressure domestic hot water coil bar 9

Domestic hot water coil (finned) m 2x18.6

Domestic hot water coil circulation (finned) m 0.6

Solar coil (finned) m 10

Electrical data 400 V 3N~

Power immersion heaters (option) kW 9+9 (+9)

Power limitation, immersion heaters 3 kW/step

Current monitor, built-in Yes

Current draw at different powers of immersion heaters

3 kW A 4.4

6 kW A 8.7

9 kW A 13.0

12 kW A 17.4

15 kW A 21.7

18 kW A 26.1

21 kW A 30.4

24 kW A 34.8

27 kW A 39.1

10. Technical data
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11. Measurements


















1. Connection heating, G 1 1/4" inside

2. Expansion vessel/Top con/Lifting socket, 
G 1 1/4" inside

3. Solar coil, Ø18 mm

4. Cold water, Ø22 mm

5. Domestic hot water, Ø22 mm

6. Domestic hot water circulation, Ø22 mm

7. Radiator primary flow, spring clip 28 mm

8. Radiator return, spring clip 28 mm

9. Connection elecric (behind the front)
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Declaration of ConformityFörsäkran om överensstämmelse
Déclaration de conformité
Declaration of conformity
Konformitätserklärung

Enertech AB
Box 313
S-341 26 LJUNGBY

försäkrar under eget ansvar att produkten
confirme sous sa responsabilité exclusive que le produit,
declare under our sole responsibility that the product,
erklären in alleiniger Verantwortung, dass das Produkt,

CTC EcoZenith
som omfattas av denna försäkran är i överensstämmelse med följande direktiv,
auquel cette déclaration se rapporte est en conformité avec les exigences des normes suivantes,
to which this declaration relates is in conformity with requirements of the following directiv,
auf das sich diese Erklärung bezieht, konform ist mit den Anforderungen der Richtlinie,

EC directive on:
Pressure Equipment Directive  97/23/EC, §  3.3
(AFS 1999:4, § 8)
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) EN 2004/108/EC
Low Voltage Directive (LVD) EN 2006/95/EC

Överensstämmelsen är kontrollerad i enlighet med följande EN-standarder,
La conformité a été contrôlée conformément aux normes EN,
The conformity was checked in accordance with the following EN-standards,
Die Konformität wurde überprüft nach den EN-normen,

EN 14731:2006 EN 55014-1 /-2
EN 3834-2:2005 EN 61 000-3-2
EN 15614-1:2004 EN 60335-1, 2-21
EN 1418 EN 50366:2002, +A1
EN 287-1:2004
EN 10 204, 3.1B:2005
EN 10 025-1, -2, S 235 Jr-G2:2004

         

Ljungby 2009-11-20

Kent Karlsson
Technical Manager




